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'l'he contents of this thesis, except otherwise 
mentioned in the references, are entirely my 
own work. 




A shock speed timing system based on thermocouple 
transducers is developed. The calibration of 
a contoured nozzle is carried out using pitot 
pressure and free-stream density measurements. 
A system using calorimeter gauges to measure 
heat transfer rates is described. Finally heat 
transfer rate measurements on a cylindrical model 
is compared with theory. 
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.l li S 1) ro j ~ ct i1a.; as its lllu.lll ctll,l tile iwp roveulen t 
of so1 ll2 of tl1c e:{1.Jcriirn::!.nta.l facilities 0£fer-2u lJy t;1e shock 
tube la~oratory in AfJU . It is intencie6 to u~gra~e t~8 
followiu0 areas, namely, si1ocJ:.:. s 1_)eeu :i.ueasureli.Lents, b2at 
-c.rarisf2r ra-c.e u2asureuent:.:; 2~11J. s11ocK tunnel •jdS flows, :._;o 
t.ilctc r2lia:Oie u.11u <:JOOu '-:fUalit1 e2-....t!eri;,.t2nt0 
' ' 
Cd1l iJe UlJC<ll:lC!u. 
as a J.Lla tter of routine. r111ese l:.l1ree area;.;; ol i11t.er2sl: are 
c.1.10s~ .. 1 0e:cause -OI L:.112 i r £w1darLK:;11 tal 11 u ture l.11 s11oc:J~ tuDe 
u.1-.Jelications. r.11118 'J211eral a 1)r?rOdC~l aJopt8u is to 2:..,,_ai ttlil0 
t.112 2}.:i:;ting 22'"e2rifri2ntal set-u1), u e c.,2rPtinc.:! \i,1h2ti1e r t..12y 
can ue i lll1)roveJ. and if ot:1erwise uesi <J 11 alter11ative arra11s2-
I 'lt8ll ts . 
I 11 ti.1e are a of s no CJ::. s pee cl ri12 as urefllc11 t, tl1c rmo-
cou ,.Jles ..._ ar2 c12 V 2 l O . ) 2 U • ..._ In ileat trans£e1.- rate hteasur2rnents, 
caloritl~ter <._;aus-...:::s art3 c~1oseu as su.i ta.ule for routine u:3es. 
i-:. con tourc u. 110 z ~ le was i.1S •2 U to se .. ie rati2 t)aralle l tes -t~ f lO\"l..;.,. 
'11...1is J?roject is re.si_Jonsi.ule only for tJ.12 caliLration of t112 
cu~1tour2u nozzle flo,;.1, as its J.esiy11 wc1 s carried out elsevhlere 
(ua££y) . 
r.L'llis lJroj~ct is oivideu into lour sec-c.io11s, as sl1OW.Ll 




speeu rncc1surc2rncn t s.1stent Las e Li on therrlLOCOU1.Jles . 
covers the cali:Oration of tlle contoured nozzle. 
!Jection L 
Section 3 
covers ci.1e uevelopn-teu.t of calorimeter yau92s i11 11eat transfer 
rate 1tteasurernen ts. Section 4 covers actual heat transfer 
rate iL1eas ur2n~ei1t.3 on a c.i.--io sen rctoue l. 11.;: -1e lt tain concern of 
tiie 1) roj e ct is to irn1_:) rove the facility on i: i12 sJ.1ocj"" tunnel 
known as T 3 ( .Sta lker, 1 9 7 2, Stal ke r, 19 70, Lor.1.1 u11g PF 5) , 
0ut tll8 results can . be appliec.i to othe r s11ock tulJes eas ily. 
C - p r ·7- I·, • ) 111-\. l .L.. 1'. L.. : S.d0C.L~ SP~LD di.,ASU1.J--i__;I-ILd 1l : JYS 1l 1.L..M 
2 . l id 1.L1 l{Ouucr:i_1IOU 
r11~1er2 is a variety of transducers caLJalJle of 
recording the passage of shock waves (Dradley, Gayu.on et al). 
·l11ey can b2 ca tegoriseu. in to four s;roups , O,t)erations Llei_)enu 
on ti.1e various effects causeu Ly t112 i)assa(je of t.1.1e s110C1'(. 
front . Fiyure l . l il l ustrates t,.ie imLJlern-2ntac.io11 of some of 
t112 rnorc cOitUtt011 HI.(:: tnod;:; an 0. Table 2 • 1 s lliLULtarise s their cdar ac-
ter i stics and ~rawDacks . rl'l12 rnai.u transducers eitl1_JloyeCL i11 
t.1.1e shOCi( tube laboratory at l\.,:~U hau Le en pressure transducers, 
ioni sation gauges and ~hotociiocles . It was the experience of 
the author that they perfo rm sat i sfactorily only w1der a lilll-
itec1 set of OJ?eratin9 conditions . C~ill1ging the operatirtg 
co:1ui tio11s often necessitates a consiC:erable a1LL01.E1t of -t:~irnc 
anJ. £rusi:.ration in re:2sta1Jlis.L1i.1.1g t.ne correct set-up for 
aHotner set of tran.suucers tllat can 02erate r 8 liaLJ1y unuer 
c.i1e uew 211viro111nen t . Clearly one has 11eeu for a transciucer 
tnat cau COi-Je with all the con.<.litions likely tu be encountereu 
in the Oi_Jeration of the shock tubes . It has to oe reliaLle, 
yet rugged , sim,t?le to manufacture anci. low cost. It s11oulcl 
ci.ei=,end on tlle priraary prof)erties of a si1ock 1.1ave, namely, 
})re ssurc , teru1_)eratur2 or density rise. 11.1 :ois ruleJ out trans-
u u ce rs s u c n as p 11 o to Ji o ue s an cl ion i s at ion <:J a tFd es . r.l.7 1.1 e f i il a 1 
- 3 -
- 4 -
c11oico was sett.L2d 011 tll2rwocouJlcs. T11errnocou~les arc 
extreme ly simple, robust and .f?ractically mainten ance 
C j_ree 
for a long p~ riod of time. 
Its ctisaclvantag(~ lies in t h2 low signal outp ut 
cOittJ?areu to otiie r 9au0es, t~1us neccssi ta till CJ large aHti:Jlif i-
cations. '1111ere has bee11 practically no r e_t?orteu literature 
on its systelllatic use in sllock S,.t>eeu iit~asurerl1e 11ts, t i1us neces-
s i ta tiny- c. ,2 .s ts to ~_) rove i i.:s f e asiLii li t y . Purler' s 1.)r,2lirninary 
work cove r ed 0 11 1 1 a narrow ran ye in nitro <J2i1 as test. 0as . 
5 -
L - ~ 11 1.u..L'.,.ijhJLUUPL.G..3 l\:..:; OJ.l o~l\. ;:_;1, _ __; ,__;u I·L/: .. ~ l.Jl~Lli.L1J 1i' lJwVl~.wS 
') ) 1 
J.-4 • L.. . OJerating P rinc i e l es 
H1 1en two J.issin~ilar me tals ur-2 joiue<..l togetner, 
and their junctions maintained at differer1t terr~eratures, a 
voltage is developed betw2en t he two junctions . 
a s12 nas <lll OUt_l:)Ut L . Il.F . 0 £ 
rl'h is volt-
wnore 
.Lt A + wt + Ct2 ( 2 • 1) 
A , .G anu c are constants , < •.L:;_i::->211uing on 1..>articular lltetals 
a11c.i t is t.11~ te rll_1:-1e ratur2 ui.i:fer211cc . 
i/~1t2 n O11e j"Jncc.iu.:.1 oi a t~1errnocou~l2 is 2~-l?osc~ ·to c1 s;as flow 
v1it11 iJOSitive ~i,.:;at transfer, t11e voltase outpu c. will ris2 
with t.i1,12 , ·t .t1e rate c.lepends on t~1e t.:.1er1t1al , p11ys ical a11G. 
electri.cal _;_.JrO.t?erties of t.:.1e j w1ccion a.nu tiiC! 110a\.: 
r · c.ra11s :i..:er 
:ca te . 0112 G.83 ir-2s a Si.Lall t~·1,2rma l caiJu cit.y so t"1ai.: ·t.~12 ther-
nLOCOU.Jl2 \:Jill :1ave a r.1a;;::irnw,1 race of t2:;:--1 ,..;era.tur12 rise . One 
tecl111i .~·1-12 is to vacuu:u1 ~e:posit an e;,:trC!1tt-2 l~i tl1i::1 layer of 
r.1,~ tal on anotl12r Lte i:al to forhl tne j w1c tion . 0112 can achieve 
a ti;,,1e constant of l2ss than one lllicros2coi1J i ~1 this way 
(iloeller) . i:1O\·12v2r t~1i s netnoo. :·1ec~ ssitatt:;S sp8cial tecll-
11il-1ue s and the enLL prouuct is ali~os t c e rtainly too £ru<::5ile to 
wi t.~1s tc1nd t ~12 11ars"1 enviro1ntl211 t ill a s11ocl'.. till.JC:! re 1_)2a teu.ly . 
11.•i1e:: w2 l11OJ. aJ.uJ:?teu i.a construL.:ti11~ l l =- ! - ;-,-':> r ·11oco ·u·Jl•l ', l <.:::- L- .1. .1. \_ l, J.. '- .J useu in 





se::1jarat.0u b_1 a ·t11in 1Hy lar sil2 ·2 t and t.lle.i.l set in araldite. 
Afterwarcls , t~1e e;~posecl metal surfaces are t.11en fileu cJently 
so t1.-1a t a j w7.ctio:n is forff1ed be twee a tl1e two ~l1etals. 
'L.1::.; L.)11.1sical si~3c of ti1e ti1er1.1ocou_t?le is rnini1l1isecJ 
to i!1crease t11r2 resolution i11 detecting t.i.12 shock front, 
L2aring- i11 rnincl tnat witn a shock s_t?eecl of 2 kia/seconu, it 
takes one r.1icros8co11d to travel 2 r:un . T.1.1e t._1j?ical t112r1no-
cou_t?l2 elei.tent ... 1as a wi0t..1.1 of less t11ai1 l nun, tnus i11l:.roiluc-
i11s only a Slllall error in the s~1oc:i~ s_t?eccl i.:o all int211ts and 
L__) urposes, if 011e ta1~es care in alignin~ tlle t.ller111ocouL.Jl2s. 
One s~1ould ideally 
. 
CllOOS2 a combination of E12 tals 
ti1at gives t i1e ni<::J i1est output for t 11e same neat trailsfer 
ra ·'-c L. ..... , Learin,~- i.::i rni:nu their ti.1ermal ca_t?aci t.ies. llowever, 
in this project, only cllrowel anJ. alurnel wires ,t.1ere useu 
Lecause tney were reauily availu.L)le, and tne y 12x11i:Uit a fa-· 
vouraLle t.1.1~rILLal L . i/i.F . corll_t-'areu to ot~1er cOLm1on tnerwocou1.Jle 
inat2rials (D2n e dict et al). 
2 . 2 . 2 FeasiLility StuJ.y of 'l1nerr,"LocoL1i,1les 
In order to establish tlle J?CrforEtance of t11e t11~r1LLO-
cou_t?le unuer various shock tuDe CO:i.1uitio11s, it was co1lL_t?areu 
siue Ly siLe \vitu a reference tl1i.1.1 £il1L1 (_Jau-:Je, t,.ie set-u.t? is 
SllUWll lll Fi(j. '; ') ~ • L.. • 1l.'he opera-tiny- 1Jri:.:1ciJle of tl1e tnin fil r,1 
cju.u~c wi 11 Le u.eal t wi t11 ii1 CJ.1a_t->ter 4 , out Lri -2f ly, a vi2ry 
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thin metallic film, a few hundred angstrom thick, senses the 
surface temperature of an insulating substrate subjected to 
shock heated gas flow. Its rise time is determined by the 
width of the gauge (Bradley), and since it is about 1 mm for 
the gauges used in this project, it constitutes a good refer-
ence to compare the response time of the thermocouples. This 
test was also aimed at estimating the outputs of the thermo-
couples under various conditions. Some direct meas4rements 
were made, but the majority was obtained by interpolations 
from thin-film signals, since only a rough estimate is required 
for the design of a suitable preamplifier for thermocouples. 
A series of such comparisons were done on a shock tube Tl 
(Stalker, 1965). The thin-film gauge was driven by a con-
stant current source capable of supplying 9 to 50 milliamperes, 
as shown in Fig. 2.3. Its output went to the lower beam of 
a Tektronix type 565 dual beam oscilloscope. The thermocouple 
output went to a differential amplifier (Dobkin, Fairchild) 
shown in Fig. 2.4, having a measured rise time of about 500 
nanoseconds at a gain of 200, before going to the upper beam 
of the 565 oscilloscope. The gain of the amplifier is given 
by (1 + 2R3/VR1). This differential amplifier was later 
replaced by a pulse transformer feeding into an inverting 
amplifier before going into the 565 oscilloscope, as in Fig. 
2.5, in order to obtain much higher gain at a lower noise 
level. The shock speed range covered from 1 km/sec to 5.2 
km/sec. The initial shock tube pressure covered from 5.0 
torr to 760 torr. The test gases used were air, nitrogen, 
carbon dioxide, argon and helium. The heat transfer rates ranged 
- 8 -
from a fevr hundred watts/sq cm to a fe·1.-.1 kW/sq cm. Fig. 2.6a 
shows one example of the outputs of the thermocouples direc-
tly, and Fig . 2.6b output via the amplifier shown in Pig. 
'Table 2.2 summarises the minimum sensitivity of a thermo-
., c:-
,.:. • .:.> • 
couple preamplifier required to guarantee proper shock timing. 
tJotice that with helium as test gas the systen is much less 
sensitive than for other gases. -
This preliminary test was .encouraging, and yielded 
information on the following aspects concerning thermocouples. 
1. They were extremely robust, compared to thin-film gauges. 
In this series, about 300 shots were fired. At least 3 
thin-film gau0es ·were destroyed mainly during llisll per-
formance s~1ots, but essentially the same t h ermocouple ,;,,1as 
usecl throughout the test with no apparent degradation. 
2. 'l1hey appear to be able to cope 'di th all the common gases 
used in shock tubes in this laLoratory. 
3. During some shots, charge pick-ups from the ionised gas 
caused a reversal of the polarity of the rising edge of 
the signal, as in Fig. 2.Gc. This implied that a detector 
capa0le of responding to either polarity automatically 
has to be used to process the signal output from such 
devices . This actually applied to all other transducers 
working in an ionised gas environment also. 
) 
qi 
( I - ~ -
') 2 ") 
L.. • • ..J Design Consideration of Shock ~eed Measurement System 
IIaving proven the concept, design V'.7ork was carried 
out to build a complete system. The aim is to provide an accu-
rate, easy to operate, economical, compact, reliable and versa-
tile shock speed meRsurement system. This implied huving 
digital readouts built into the - system, rather tl1an relying on 
external counters being hooked up. These in-built readouts 
simplify greatly noise problems likely to r_.:ie encountered other-
wise, in addition to being much more economical, since counters 
availaL,le on the market contain features not required for the 
present set-up. In addition, t;1e use of. individual external 
counters will needlessly duplicate a substantial amount of 
circuitry common to t hem, such as power supply and time base 
generator. ~o be versatile, this system should Le able to 
accept other transtlucers with minimum additional circuitry, to 
cover situations where thermocoup les are inadequate, sucl1 as 
in very low ent~alpy conditions. The design should Le modular 
so that minimum modifications are required to obtain different 
configurations for applications not requiring a complete system. 
Modularity also simplifies servicinq and assonbly. IIO'".'lever, a 
certain a1nount of duplication of circuitry is necessary in 
order to satisfy all of the above criteria. 
The final set-up, incorporating modifications done up 
to date, will now be described. This description is partly 
intended as a ma11ual of the system for · futurc users and its 
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2 . 3 . 1 Introcluction 
The system is llousec:,;, in four sections: the Mainframe, 
ti1e power su_L) ply and the displays , ·whicl1 are :!lousetl in sepa-
rate boxes raounted on a 19 " ra~k , · ant.1 t~1c prearnplifiers, which 
are each rnounteLi u:1ysically as near to a trans<.lucer as possi-
Lle . r.i1l1e <.lif feren t S8ctions ar2 in terconuected by caLles. 
rl1l1c system ·wcJ.s built to acco1tffilOc1ate a var1in0 number of trans-
0.ucers by pluy-<:3·in9 in adJ.itional control chann2ls in tnc form 
of printed circuit Loarcls, Uf) to a rnaxiwwtl of 7 transducers 
to procluce a lltaxiraum of 6 readin<Js indicatin<.j t11e time ela1)se<.l 
Letw2e11 t11e passa<:JC of t~1G s11ock front between two consecutive 
traHsclucers . A .oloc~c c.liagrarlt illustrati.1.1 r::.r t l1e set-u1.J is shown 
i.1.1 Fiy. 2. 7a, anu a p11oto9ra1)il uf ti1e systcitl is s~1own. in 
Fi9 . 2.7.u. 
2 . 3 . 2 :1a i~1.fram2 unit 
·- --·--
2. 3 . 2. l 9_22ratin9 Ins truct,~ons for Mainfraii.12 Unit 
11':1e rnainfrarn.e unit house::s the control chan.nels, tne 
SJS t2 IJ-c~1eck. circuitries, tne calinra.tion circuitries, 'l.:iie 
tiL~e JJase generator , ti1e ya ting circui trios anu the inter-
connections Letween t.11e ci.ifferent sections of t11e systelll . Fig. 
2 . 0 sll.ows its front panel layout . It wa:;; built usi11lj an i.lco 
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ty.i:Jc Varipack II carc.l frallle , llousin(J 1 0ating .boarG., 2 clock 
pulse yeueratiny boards an(t a n1axirnurn of 7 control boards, 
all of wllicl.1 are plugged into 22-p i ns Llco e~92 connectors. 
iu1 e:.:t12nsion care. is Ljroviuec: so t~1at aujust.i tlC11ts can lJe itlade 
to ti1i2 boarcLS v'l ... 1il2 tnc systeLl is 01.-1~ rati11 ,0. 11.'11~ La.ex _t?a11el 
l1ouscs 3oc.r~ ~ ts for COJ.1n2ctio11 to preu.llt1 Jlifi~rs, lll-eins 
l\l t11.Ji1enol uicroriL0011 connectors to cJispluy units anu 8-1)ins 
J·o 11e s c 01111 e ct ors to t11 e power s u .l? ply u.~1 i t . Tnc front p cu 1 ~ 1 
l1as vario·u..3 control ::;witches , 1Jotentionte t...;r, liy-:i1t-ellli ttinl;·-
C..Liodes o.s coutrol cl1annel status inJ.icu.t.ors, a 1.n~c soc.1(et 
for e:~tornal fre ,_1u2ncy input, and 7 sets of :enc sockets, 
~Jroviuins outputs of the co11 trol ci1anne ls at 'l'TL lcv2ls, of 
.i..)otl1 eolc1.ritie~ to cu11 ·trol ext.ernal uevici2s suc~1 as uscillo-
SCO_t-JE:::S. 
Switch Srll selects t.:i1e sys telLL O.t?~rating raoue, i. Cl . 
run , s1stern--c~1eck anci calii:)ration . I11 tne run rnoue , tl1e 
systeEL is useu for s11ock tirniny. In t :1e systern-chec:;.~ mode, 
it is useu in conj w1ction wi t~1 S172 to ci1ecj(ou t t.i1e whole 
sy.3tern, excludin 1J the pream1..:Jlifiers . Pres sin 9 SH 2 w .;.l. i 1 e in 
systert1-check 1t~ode will result in t.lle displays uisJ_-)lu.ying a 
reaJing of 100 . 0. In the caliLJration l"ttOc.le, it is u;::;cG. in 
conj unction wi t .. 1 oilG ancJ VlZ3 to set tn.e tri~ger lev2 l of t~12 
control channels to tl1e same _t1uls2 aLti_Jlituue . ~·he calibra-
tion scale of VlZ3 is re la ti ve only , it is ::.1ot uire ct.ly in 
volts . Ti1e calibration 1.Jroc2c.lur2 will be c.lescriLeu i~1 
2 . 3 . 2 . 7 . Sd3 enaules selection of • J • ci c_1er -the in t8rnal tirne 
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vase or an ext12rnc1.l tiue base , infJUt - tilrouyh Ci.~Rlj. 'i.'ile 
ext2r~1al frequency, -i..1sually 10 Milz , must have a rninirnwu peak 
amplitucJ.e of 200 rnV and a maxinn:un of 10 V pea~ at 10 l'-l.1.lz, 
but at mains freyuency it .is protected up tu 300 V ill-lS. S~J4 
re3ets tne whol2 systew , ligl1tin'd up LLi.J 1-1 to LLD 1-7, 
in d icating systew was reset, rea<.ly to re;cei ve in Jut. 'i.10 
ci1eck internal fre½uency , set. SVll in either rw1 or syst.e1L1-
c i1e ck rttoue, con.Hect an accurate stanclarcl frequency to the 
exter ... 1al frequency input socket Ci.HZ 15, tl1en pr2ss S\ '7:5 lon~.J 
enou911 until both o.isi:)lay 1 and 2 stop c~1angin9 . 'l1l1e 
in tern al frequency is then adjusted via VC 1, t~1e sys tern 
reset, and S\v.3 pressed a9ain. ~his process is repeated until 
t11e c.lisplays reaL1. the frequency of tne stai1uaru.. Clearly, it 
also serves to cali.urate an unL11ow11 c~ternai fr2qu211c1 . L;.:;u 
1-1 to L.Cl.J 1-7 indicate the status of the control channels, 
O~J 1aeaning reset. C~IR 1 to C. rn .l ,j .I.\. 7 provide Luffcre~ ~osit.iv2 
9oing pulses anci Cd-R 8 to c ·1.'H<. 14 buffered nesative goincj pulses 
from t l-12 control channels , beins; ai_Jproxirnately lS rnicroseconus 
~uration at ~TL l e vels . LL:D 1-1 to L:SlJ 1-7 and C~:JR 1 to CdR 1~ 
function only as long- as t1-1eir appro1)riate control c l1annels 
are p luggeci iil. FiCJ . 2. 9 gives the functional Lloc}~ o.ia<-jram 
of tile main fraI'.le control w1it . It can lJe Civideo. into si:~ 
1:1a j or parts : tl12 in_t>ut.s selector, t~1e control c 1.1a11nels, the 
9atin<J circuitries , tne tirne .uase 0en2rator, tl18 systerl1-clleck 




) --:1 .-, ··) 
L... • .J • L... • L. I:-it->uts Selector 
The inputs selector SW 1 i s a 3 positions 7 ~oles 
rotary switch which connects tt1e appropriate set of inputs 
t0 the control channels. 1:I.1ne sets of in}?uts are: 
a. vul ses front the timing tra.11s~ucer p r ,2arn~lifiers; 
c• , 1 l o,v 
b. pulses from t :1e syst2ft1-ci1eck i:JUlse 9enerator; 
c. pulses from the calibration p uls r2 (J·2nc rator. 
lS located on the front pane l. In t he rw1 woC.e , it 
selects i:11e in;iut set u., and this is t :1e 1t1oue t11e systc1l1 is 
normally in. In the systeht-cncc}: 1,toc.le, iap ut s2t L is se-
l e ct-2G. In tll8 calib ration 1,100:2 , in1.:;ut set c i s select.eel . 
Fi c3 • 2 • l G ":J ives i t s w i r in ~ J.i a lJ r <J.rn • 
2 -:-, . ) ') • ...) • L. • ...) Control Cnd.11ne l 3 
rl'i1e fun ction of the control channels is to process 
tile sic;nals froht the input sele ct.or , p roviue outl_Jut .[_.)Ulses 
to c:,:ternal c1e v ices via CUR l to Cl<iR 1 11, control t he status 
lisllts LLD 1-1 to L:._,u 1-7 anu to • I i_.J rovi u.e 0uls0s to control L 
tlle sating circuitries . Fi9. 2 .11 si1ows ti1e circuit of one 
co11trol channel . 
Ini:)ut from t11e inputs selector yoes to t l1e in.[?ut 
overload protC;ction n etwo rk consisti.l10 of C 1, R 1, u 1 ai1u 
LL . ::;. 2 St.:;rves c:1.:s 0i <.1s r r2 ·tur11 for IC 1 a11d IC 2 . IL 1, 
IC. - ; 
.:... ' 
·-, ---~ 
,.. ' ~ ' 
. ) , 




h J.. o r 
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L L'. , c J , ~u 1 anu ~lJ 2 serv·~ as a. winuow corL1iJa ra ·cor, ie, 
as a Jual-polarlty vulse Jetector . It will u e ce ct .t? u.l :.;es 
11 
tllat are aLov2 a thres t1olc1 voltage u.s set l.Jy vn 1 and VR 2. 
l•· 
11' 
1l1 .. 1e t.L1resi1old can Le acljustGu frolll O to 4L1J lllV for either 
i 
1.J o l a r it .f • IC l is rsspoHsiDle for detecting t he _t?ositive 
t:fOiny }:-)Ulses a11<..i IC 2 £or tne 11e0cJ.tive goi.dy- ~uls8s. 1i.i.1c.; 
presence of t ~1is ci.ual-1.)olarity Letector ena1.Jles si<JHal.3 of 
w11at2ver 1_Jolari ty t.o 02 acce1..J t E: u , tnus eli1llillati11s neeu to 
keel} trac1-c oi p olarities of d i f £er.211 l. types of cr ansu.ucers. 
I n sOLt2 insta11c 2 s , sorn2 transducers e:--,.~1iui t reve r sa l of out-
p ut si g11al polarity at t i1e risi11CJ eC:.ge c,._ue to inter £-erc11ces su-
f)erin:poi:;cd on the. desire cl signal . 'l'~1is conLlition ' lS solved 
by tnis ~stcctor. 'lihe u:~ -y ate, consistin y o-2 IC 3a, IC -, j .i.J 
anu IL'. ~c fe2us tde OUtJ?UC. frOlll t.118 COL[_?ara·c.ur ::.o IC 4' W.1.llC1l 
9e11~r ates a 3 ruicroseco11rJ J?Ulse ill to a lat.ci1 cons is tiny of 
IC j and IC 
...., , 
.:>U • Tl1e latch fw1c ·tions to allow just one pulse 
·Lo i-Jass turOUt::fn w1 ti l reset via S\·l 4 , fl11"1c tio11i :i:1::,- s i HLilar ly 
t.o t i1e si~1gle si1ot ~node in oscillosco_t?es . TIZ 1, R lo, anLl 
L:i_:,IJ l for1t1 the status in o.ica tor of their p articular control 
channel , L~iJ 1 l i gh t i ny up when channel is r e s e t a.11c.l extill-
g-uishing wl.len channel :1as been tri gge red once . Ti1e output 
1)ulse from IC :5 r;o2s t o the 0atins; board anci also to another 
1:1onostaule IC ll. IC 6 toget11er v1li t i l H 11 , C j, l~ 12, H 13, 
~) 1 0 ... \. :) ' 'l'R 2 , H 14 , i;. lj , R 20 , ana r i , ~) .Ll.\. J ~roviu~ b uffcr~ Ll out-
1)ut pulses of iJot11 iJOlarities at 'l.".:i.1 .Li leve l to t l1e front van2l 
connectors , \vi L:.11 a c.iuration of l_j microseco11us. Fic::r. 2 . 12 




physically near to the integrated circuits, are for power 
line by-passing. C8 is located near the card edge. One con-
trol channel occupies one printed circuit board. 
2.3.2.4 Gating Circuitries 
The function of the gating circuitries is to start 
and stop the appropriate counters when the control channels 
are triggered, by routing the time base generator pulses 
appropriately. They eliminate external interconnecting cables, 
thus reducing noise, improving signal response time and allow-
ing a much more compact system. Fig. 2.13 shows the circuit. 
Inputs coming from control channels #1 and #2 are 
fed into IC 7a and IC 7b, before going to the gates assembly. 
The inputs from control channels #3 to #7 go directly to the 
gates assembly. IC 7a, IC7b, IC 15b, IC 17a, IC 17b, IC 16b, 
SW Sa, IC 10d, IC 18a and IC 18b form the frequency-check 
circuitry. When SW Sa is pressed, IC 15b allows 2 pulses 
separated by 1 second interval, as gene rated by the dual J-K 
flip-flop IC 17a and IC 17b, to pass throuoh to the latches 
IC 8a, IC l0a and IC Sb, IC 10b. It also enables IC 18a so 
that displays #1 and #2 are combined to provide 8 digits re-
solution in reading the external frequency. IC 18b can be 
used to provide 12 digit resolution when needed. However, 
this facility is not really necessary, it was there because 
of a spare IC 18b being present otherwise. Another part of 







{·T1·12n control chann,~l 1 is triggered, IC 7a, IC 8a 
and IC l0a act to enable tile 10 Illlz :i_.Julse s froltl the tiH1e Lase 
generator , via the buffer IC lQc, to pass t.hrougl1 IC 9a to 
d is~lay ~ o a r cJ f 1. ~Jhen control ci1cJ.nnel :/;; 2 is subse~-1uently 
triggerecl , IC 9a i s d isabled , thus stoppin9 any more 10 i·Ii:~z 
1Julses frorLl y-oing to clisplay iJoaru :;f 1. Tl1is action also 
enalJlcs IC 9iJ via IC Tu, IC SL and IC 101J, allov1in0 10 lldz 
1.:;ulses to go to uiselo.1 ooarcJ. :;i ) .... . 1i.' l1i ::i act.ion ':JOE::!S on as 
12aci1 co1·1 trol cl1annel is tri Cjyere d in turn . 
S "J 4 and n. 21 provi cJe the re s2t fw1ction for tile 
1J.:.1ole s.1stem , availaDle on a master clear line. R 22 loaus 
a logic 'l' in to all t11e ' . ' u in1.Juts of I • =-~12 . ·· 1 fl. .-, 0ua -0 lJ- L iO ~3 
a~1(.~ ill-Lo t he ' J ' i11i:JUt of onG of t11O J-1~ fli2-flo.t?, IC lTu. 
C 8 , C 9 and C 1 0 , C 11 1Jrovi<J.e ·t11e power line 1Jy-
~ass 1n9 and are located physical l y near to the integrateci 
circuits. C 12 i s also for po\1e r supply c.lecoup ling . 
j_'11e w.:.101 ,~ 9atinCj · circuitry is containecl 111 one 
printed circuit Loc1.rc.l , \,,ith S~l £1 , anci n 21 E1ountell on front 
1Jan8 l . 
) , . ) ,--
L., • ..) • L. • J 
11' iith2 - ~ as l:,; Gu11 ~ r a tor 
1
-'-
1~1i s ';.)Cill:.:rcJ.te.s inJc:.crnallj cJ. 10 i 1.d:..: si c_;11 ul , u.t 1.L1r1.L 
1 ,2v0.:l , c~nd also con J_ic.ions u.11 e~:::t.cr:1dl siJn~l in}!ut £or 
11: 
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checking the internal frequency or as a substitute. 
2.14 gives its circuit. 
Fig. 
IC 19a, IC 19b, R 24, R 25, C 13, C 14, C 15, VC 1 
and ;:TAL form a 10 1-ii.-iz oscillator (Lane ) . IC 23 is a high 
speed comparator t .. 1at converts an ext e rnal siynal, usually 
lJ l-E-iz fre q uency, of suitable a1,1plitucle (sec 2. 3. 2 .1) into 
r.L;'l_1 :G levels. IC 2 lb selects ei t.ner the internal or t ... 1e e:(ter-
nal frequency source to be fed to the gating circuitries antl 
to ti1e decacle <.livid.er c 1.1ains foruecl by IC 2 4 to IC 30. IC 2 la, 
in co:1ju.i1ction witn IC 19c, IC 19C., IC 20a, IC 28b, IC 1 9e , 
IC 22a and IC 22b, routes the internally generated frequency 
to the uecaue Qi vio.er 
- . c ... 1ains, and t~e external stanGar~ fre-
qlien cy to IC 1Oc of the gatins Doar~. T.L1e iJOSi tion of s ·,J l 
o..oes not matter, proviueJ. it is not i n t1J.c caliura1:.io:t1 ICLOu2 . 
r.L\1e 10 ~~hz out.put is feC. to pin-12 of IC 2Jc of t.de system-
Ci1eck generator, anc.l the 1 }Iz out;;ut is fe0 to p i:1- 9 of IC 160 
o;i t:1e 9atin0 boarcl for f)Ur~ose oE c :1ecKlll 1J t ;. 1e int2 r .. 1al fre-
quency, and also to ti12 calibration tJUlso s2ne rator. IC 21a 
~1u IC 21D are useG to de=eat co~tact bow1c2 of S\v i t.c~12 s .. ' '"") .:> ... ~ 
ancl S~ T ,.... , I.. L-., I • ~ ' ,_) J.-1 • C 17 to C 23 are for ·,.) o~ver L supply ~y-passing . 
2 3 
,, ,.... 
• · • L • o S- t'=' ~.-, a - · ,--. -- ~ - -- 1· ys e; .. -C..1~CA uc ... 1:...::I:aL...O 
T.;.1is 9enerator out_t?ut s 7 i_Julses , .::::ac ... 1 sepu.rat ec.. l...ij 
lJ C. J rlticroseco:.1us, to trisis;er t~12 7 c c ~1trol ci1a~1nel5 scqu21'l -
tiallv . 





with tlle exception of the transducer prearnplifiers , are 
checked in on2 go. This is intcndeci to detect catastrophic 
failur12s eac11 time Lefore the shock tuLe is fired. Fi~f .. 2.1..5 
c_Jives t he circuit diagram. 
Hi1e n S '; l 2 is press e u, IC 2 0 c is en alJ 1 e d by IC 3 2 a , 
an~ 10 diz ~ul sGs are fea ·to p i n - U of IC 31, a serial to 
parallel shift re yister, allowing 7 ou·t~u·t pulses se ·_)arateu .i:: 
L.1 10 0 . 0 mi cros eco11cls to Le obtaincu. . 'Tl1e output Q 1 (J?in -3 
of IC 31 ) is not us ed , in oru.er to eliminate 1Jartial LJulses 
se t tiny throusfn . Hhen in system- c;1eck mode, the outputs 
frorn ti1e Ci.JR ' s can be useC:t to calibrate the time base of 
osci·lloscopes , j?roviuing marker pulses at 1 00. 0 microseconds 
inte rval. 
~ .3. 2 .7 Calibratio11 Pulse Generator 
In order to ensure that all control c~1ar1nels have 
tl12 sc:i.Lle trisgering sensitivities (w~1ich is important in 0Ltaii1-
in s w1i .Lorrt1 and tl1us accurate ti1t1i11g for some ty;>es of trans-
ciucers ), a cali~ration pulse uene rator is incorporated into 
t l1e sys tern. F i g . 2. lG yives t.l1e circuit <.liagram . 
IC 20u accc1:Jts 1 liz signals frollt t~1e ti1tte-Lase 
y-ene rator, then dif£erentiab2s tneit1 ,,v it11 c 2._j and a 32 and 
fe.eds t:1ern to ti1e two transistor S\·l i tc:1e.s 'l1 l-~ 4 and Ti<. 5 clai1l_c?ec~ 
c::t ·c. 2 vol ts OUti.-)Ut maXl LlUitl . S'1/ G selects tne i_)Olarity ai.1c.l VR 3 
- 1 ~) -
au.justs the arn.plitucle LJefore sendinSJ it to the input selector 
switch s:1 1 . 
rl10 set the triS}ger l2vels, S1{ 1 is set to t~1e cali-
0ratio11 ' LtO0'2 . VR l anu VR L of all tne control cnannels avail-
aLle are then set so -that +400 rnV is }_.)resent ou pin-3 of IC 1 
a~·1u -400 I'.iV is present on _i?in-2 of IC 2 . '11i1er1 S ~ ✓ G i S SW it Cll8 cl 
to give positive-going ~ulses. (_' -·7 01 ' 4 is pressed to r2set t~1e 
sys tern . V- -, . t , 7 • .l.- I I 1 +- 1 l 1
1 1 ' ' ' ' 
i-<. .:; is · llGil ac.J us 1-ec.i. so -c.11aL... c.:.1anne :,; Just. cri-
yye rs . Kt.;ef)i:i.l'J VR 3 w1 touci1ed, s-;;1i tc~1 S1/ G to 9i v e n2ga ti v 2 -
9oi11g pulses . Again reset sys t21:1 a11cl adj u.3 t V 2-- 2 so t ~1a·t 
cl1a.nne l :• i( l again just tri ggers . l\<jain k2epinc; Vl~ 3 w1.touch8<.l, 
V2-- l ai1c.. VE 2 of c_1ann2l 
J' J • , • ~ • 
fr .::. l .s a u J u s t e u. i i1 turil so t,.1at it 
j us t tr i ·j ge rs . r11l1e proceuur12 is reJ?eate0. for all t11e otner 
clla11nels availa0le. In this r,1a..nne r , o:t1e can k.ec. . .) .L 1 L-118 tri SS::i"er .L 
l2vel of all t~1e control channels ,,.Jithin +~ I tlV. 
rl:1e; tiE1.e-0ase 90.nerat:.or , the syst21.1-c11ech~ 9t2n8r2.tor 
anc. t he ca.li Lration-check genera-tor ar.2 contain2ci in. two 
}?rinteJ circuic. ;Joards lalJ2ll 1:; l-t cloc~~ 1..) uls c boaru ~/ 1, an c;, 
clock p uls e Loard ~;- 2 . 
) ') J 
LJ • ...) • J coun tcr c1.nu Uis,t.)lay Uni c:3 
Counter and display w1its form ti1e reauout lo gi vi2. 
tnc shock -tii.tinys in t.-:2 :1 G1s of Itticroscconus if 
£ r 12'--1 u 21 C T .1 US eJ lS 18 1. l1 1 :c.; • l.,_ lacJ. :~il.lW,l of 0 SUC.,_l 
ae t. i i.tt.; - D a:; 1-.,; 
w1i ts ar0 








Un ciisplay 0ox ~,r 1, a swit.c;1 SvJ U is prese11t v1hic~·1 
ena.ules blanking of ti1e ciisplays, reuuciny t11e power conswnp-
tion sisnificantly for the +5 V supply , csp2cially wnen all 
u uis~lays are useo . 'lhG reaGings on t.:.1c uisiJlays will not 
l.J8 a£fcct8u D.f tnis uis~lay .0lctn:~in{_;J. it. lS l. · · ) or·L :-:i 11 ·'-1 .. 1_ UJ. L ·to 
0laJ.1t: C.J.18 uisJ:)ld_iS ai:L8 r 0&ci1 si1ot , clS CH~ +_j V reljUldtor 
c~issi1Jat~s a su.Lst.c1ntial d1Ltou11t of 1)o~,.,er. 
1-\.t t.11e }:_yack of eacll disp lay .box , a L-pius Jones 
ty1_)e co:u1ector allows +j V to 0e SUt->plicd fro1·l1 tne power 
:::iU_t?.t?l.f 00:: . l\.lso a 14-pins ldicrori.ubon connector e .. 1a.ules 
connectio11 to De made to t11e rnainfraue co11trol tu1.it, tne 
i11 tcrconno c tion is uaue via 2. dou~.)12 s11ie lue u caDle, wi c.11 
tde oatL!r si1i2lJ l.:Jrow1ded u~.3in (J t_1e yi:ow1uiJ.1s-J L:.cr1uinals on 
!c110 _t?ower suLJ;>ly .uo;~. 
F i c_:1 • 2 . 1 7 s l 1 ow s th c f U11. c t ion c1. l Li i a 0 r a1, L c:1.n ci F i Cj • 
2. . lJ S1l0\'l3 t ~1e circuit of dis1_)lay unit ~~ 1. IC 
') ) 
..) ...) to lC 
~,,.. 
Jv 
forr.1 iJ. 4 u2caC.:~c~s Bina.ry-codec~-c..1'2cirnal (:L~CiJ) divid8r chuin, 
t.Ll(..; uul_t?uts of 1di1icJ.1 are d 2cou(;u. ~y IC J7 to IC L:1J to cirive 
·1-se (~JTll211t liCJ~lt eilli ttin~ dioues uISP l t.o 0I0P .-J. R 36 to 
1<. G3 li1ait t11e ses·rn2nt currc11ts o.t the c...isplay.; to 1.)r-2vc11t 
u<.lltlcl (jC • ~ Jj sup~lies a logic 'l' to din-2 of IC 33 to I~ 36. 
C 30 0y-passcs tne nLas ter clear lin2 ~o .LJrev\.2n t in terferenc2 
1:->ickeu up via t~1e e:.~t<2rnal interconnectiny cable froiL1 resetting 
t i:1c di S1;)lays. C 2G to C 31 are for suJply decoupliny. 
fl 
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2 . 3 . 1.1 Vowe r Sup~ly Dnit 
! 
Fig. 2.19 is the circuit diagram of the power 
SU}?1)ly . 'l:;he systelll requires 4 su1Jply voltasies . 
1. + 5 Vat SA . 'i.'fl i s supp lies all the rl"::cLJ logic circuitry 
and tl1e 7-sGglLlent J.isplays . It. is rrovideu by transfor1t1er 
T 1 , f us e F 2 1 i.J r i d <.J e re:: ct i f i 8 r L .1.{ l , f i l te r capacitors C J 2 , 
... '\ .... , 
C .:; .:; , C 34 , :r"-<. 6 4 and LLD 2 , rectifier~ 13 anu voltage 
re sulator IC 41 . D 13 is pr2sent to fJr2 v ent uarLtal_je t.o 
I C .~ 1 si1oulcl the input-sic1e vol ta(je yo lower than t 11.e 
outpu~ - siJe voltage. IC 41 s~ould be a type MIVR 42050 
wn;~n the ltta:~i lLLWLl confi9uration for t ~1e system is u0eu. , 
0ut at ti1t1c of writin9, a LI-1 323k is uscJ in.steau. as tnc:! 
load i s uuc11 SLta lle r. 
2 . -5 Vat l A. Th i s supplies some of the cort1J?arators and 
COffli:Jrises 'r 2 , F 3 , DR 2, C 3S · to C 3 7, R 65, LL0 3, u 13 
ancl IC LL 2 . 
' .:) . + 15 V at li~ . r1\1is suyplies the operational amplifiers 
a11d soHtc of ell~ COitli_.Jarators , anu. couL.Jrises ri1 3a, F 4, 
BR 3, C 38 to C 40 , R 66 , L~0 4 , U lj and IC 43. 
1 
I..,.. 
~ . - 1:.5 V at lA. r1.1nis sup1::;lies t~1e op._jrational a1tt1->lifiers 
u.nu SOille of ti-ic cOlttparators , and COLlJ?rise3 rl
1 ') . 
.:.>0, i'' ~, 
~ ' ~ l 4 .LJh. r C 41 to C 1 J, R 6 7 , LLD 5 , D 1 G a11 C. IC 4 4 . 
'l"11e lllcl lnS s Ul?J? ly 
. 
lS SVJ i t.cl1eci Ly SY✓ 8 a.nu drotecte<.J. 
lJy a fuse F 1. It is filtered Ly a Corcom Powerline filt2r 
1' 
')2 - '- .,/ -
Lefore going to r1' 1, T 2 and '.i' 3. Ti1cre is i_.Jrovis ion for a 
:5th auxiliary su1_)1Jly. 
2.3._) Prealllplifiers 
7he function of the prearnplifiers is to act as an 
interface betwee:i.1 transducers and the control channels. Tne 
system ·was conceived to be capable of accepting transducers 
other t.~1an therrnocouJ?les .iJy changing the 1)reanplifiers. Only 
prean~lifiers suitable for ·thermocou~les will Ge tlescribeu 
. . 
in 11ere. I? i y • 2 • 2 0 s 11 o ws its circuit Ji a yr ili~l • 
'l1l12 signal from t .;.112 tl1er1ltOCOU1.Jle i..; cJ.lil1Jlified first 
bJ a pulse trans former ~1 ,1, tl1cn by u.notl1cr non-invertinrJ 
am1) 1 i f i e r IC 4 5 . '11l1e signal is then clifferentiated uy C 45 
illld TI 72 and fed to a dual-polarity signal ~2tector. Tl1e out-
put fro• the detector goes to TR 6 acting as a line tlriver to 
fee cl tn c::: signal to the mainframe via an external caLle. :Uu-
~licatin9 t :.1e uual-pola-ri ty sis~1al d r_:!t,:?ctor i.n ti1e t11er1t1ocou.L)le 
prearn1? li f iers i,s 112 c2s s arJ t.o a voi c. e ::- .. ce s s J_ v2 1_.J r2a1:11.::ili f i ca-
tions or sen dins lLLilli volt sis;~1c1ls <.lo-wn a lo:19 caLle, leauiny 
t.o frc,-1ui211t spurious tri902ri11s:; of ·b.10 coHtrol cnannels. C 
,, ,_-
' .,; iJ 
to C 51 ~roviJe supply Gecou~ling. 
T~12 ~ulsc transformer rl' 4 Hus s~1ielcled in a 1-:1wL1et.al 
.uox and t11e whole preamplifier is housed. in a metal box. It 
is irnJorta:.1t t.hat the prearnplifiers nust not be conn2cteu to 
i 
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the metal structure of the sl10ck tul.H~, .ue:caus2 froitt experi -
~ ence , t11ey arc very noisy e l ectri cally. Another point co 
note is to illOllnt tile pr~wct_t!li£i2r:-; so ti1at rLt8cJ.1an ical viLra-
tio:i.1s , s uc1-1 as s:1ock t ub2 re coil, are 11ot . - -· i_--J l CJ'J:; U U.LJ DY t~1e 
tJ r(:; a1t11) li fi e rs . ri
1his suscepti.0ility to lc1.rc_)c 2.Ttl.:_...Jlituue r.1'3cnan-
ico.l s:1ocK. cowcs bec ause of c.~1e very lar0c ar~1plification of 
the a1ap li fier . T~12 design of tile alllf)lifier ernp11asises uncon-
di tional stability, leading to soue u2r:Jradation in re S.i?onse 
-~il-a(:: . 
LJote t~1at u.11 resistors us2u in ti1e i_Jreant1.)lifiers 
;:;,.ioulu j_Je of 5 ~ or better tolerance, e~~c2}_.Jt H 77, l( ~/J anu 
1( 7 <J. 1.1.·i1e t .1.1er1ltocou1/le -transuucer is reco11,11,,3ncl2e:. to :Je a 
~ -e lcrn•2.,_11:. one connecte u in serie::s . 
~ 
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2 . 4 11'Lo':i.1 l,.IG OF S1i0(.'.~~ 111 l~·il1~G :::::YS1.1~i'l 
2.4.1 Introduct ion 
1l 111e tes tin9 of the syste1,L \·Jas cai~ried out using 
tnr2e C.if f0r2n-t. 1:Lc tl1od.:;, na:illC lJ, bencu c.2sts, COILi.i:Jarision 
witi1 tl1i11-filrn y-au(_Jo on T 1, an0. COLL.t>arisioil witl1 ionisation 
sauyes Oil 'I' 3 . rrl1ese tests att,~rn1Jt to }?in--point any area 
v1:1ere t:10 d-2sigi1 goal has not 00211 reacheci, and to obtain 
uatu. on ti1e 1.J0rforrnc111ce .t of the sys tern vii tll regard to t~1e accu-
racy 0£ tne s~1ock spee<...i. tirtlins;s. Ti1e tests \\,ere don~ using 
t.11errnocouples anu t l1eir associat.ed preo.r.ti:)lifiC!rs fceJ.inCJ i11to 
t ... 112 i,1ai11 frame w1i t. 
7 Ll. 2 
4,,. • ... • 
. "" 1·1c l r:,, .:- ~ ·c' l. -- c· o ·F ' ' 010C 1~ 1l 1 l· l ll. 11c·r :~v~ rct i ··· i ·,1' JJI.:: .i. .,_c,:::., 11:;; .i... 01 :-.. , '.:J 
Tlle set-up is shown in Pig. 2 . 21. The preamplifier 
receives a sis,nal siEtulating the ezpecteci sist1al waveform and 
ri1ag-nituue fro1ct a thermocouple transuucer in tl1e low perfor-
rdance region of a S.i.1ock tube. In tilis way, realistic results 
-"" i 11 be ob ta i i1 e G. , an c en a L le s one to J 1 ace an U1.J 1? er 0 o un cl. on 
t11•:::; 0rror of t.l1e s~1ock c.ir.Lin -0. 
T~1e 1)ulse srenerator outputs a fast rising ecJ.0e 
square 1::)Uls2 of widtl1 50 uicrosecoads wnicn is ii1tegratecJ. Ly 
t~ne RC conLuination haviny a time constant of 10 0 microsecon<ls. 
rJ_
1~1is signal is feel to a voltag-e ciropi:)ing resistor before 
f2eciincr in to _l I 1 ' f ·cn·2 priE1ary o - tne nulse .I.. cransforit10r 1.
1 <:1 ot t ;_1e 




is usec.t to start a counter and. anotl1er signal front -t.1112 
control channel out1:; ut of the mainframe unit is useG. to stop 
the co-w.--1ter . 1l 1l1e reading on the cou.nter will give tl-ie system 
Jelay between t ne ai.-:.1p lication of an ini..Jut pulse fro1,t the 
pulse yenerator to the output of a pulse frorn tl1e tiuiny 
system. mabl 0 ? ~ ~ ~ - ·J g ives the measured syste1l1 de lays OL four 
channels , in r e lation to different input signal slew rates. 
Fig·. 2 . 22 shows a _cJlot of the system de: lays versus input 
siCJnal slew rate to one preainplifier. Fig . 2.23 shows oscil-
loscope traces of tne system de lay for one cllann2l. 
Fro m 11.1able 2 . 2, the worst case thermocouple outp ut 
is that of 76 0 torr lle liurn in si:1ock tube at. 2 .1 8 ~m/second, 
giving an output of about 8 1uicrovol t/microscconu per thermo-
coui) l e . 'I'i1us e ven with this case, using a S - elein,~nt ther1Lto-
couple transducer , the system delay one e}~_t?ects to Le no 
viorse than 
- 1 • -r 
..) i.·ti croseconas. At nonaal operating conuitions, 
say 20 torr air in sl1ock tube at 4 . 3 krn/seconu, the system 
delay ·will be arow1d 2 mi croseconus. 1i 1abl8 2. 4 gives tile 
es ·t.i:i.L1atec.l sys tern delays under various shoe}: tu0e conuitio~1s . 
Hi t l1 the sarne input to all ·the preainplifiers, the rnaxi rnwn 
variation in syste1Tt <lelay will :Oe no more than +O. 2 rnicro-
seconl~i main l y c:uc to ti1e pream1Jl ifiers. T11e accuracy of th2 
timings wil l c.Iepend only on tlle variation in th~r:ilOcouple 
s ens i ti vi ties and i.:Jrcamplifier tris<Jer l2ve ls. r1\-1e foruer 
i s esti hlated to be (v1o rst cuse) ±-_10 ~ , 9cnera_t i n<J alJout a.not~1er 
+J. 3 r:ticros e concL variation . Th2 comiJint2 d ciwi::.-i,:J ac cur a_cy 
v-1ill tnus Le 0ett.er tl1a11 + O. j wicrose conu . 
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2.4.3 Comparison with Thin-Film Gauge on Tl 
The set-up is the same as shown in Fig. 2.2. One 
difficulty with interpreting the signal from the thin-film 
gauges is to determine when the shock front actually arrives. 
Frequently they tend to pick up charges produced by pre-
cursors. Fig. 2.24 shows a good example. One can observe 
at the beginning a period (about 4 microseconds) when the 
polarity reverses. There are two possibilities. 
1. The thin-film gauge is cooled by the arrival of the 
shock front, which is very unlikely. 
2. The thin-film gauge picks up charges, either due to 
ionisation behind the shock front, or to precursor 
effects . 
Some shots have been ·taken before under the same 
condition in Tl(but with test gas N2 instead of air), ,vhich 
monitors the charge p icked up by an ionisation gauge. It 
shows that the ionisation lasts well over 50 microseconds. 
Under the above condition, 50 torr air in the shock 
tube, shock speed 3.1 ]~m/second, driver gas compression ratio 
2.0 , one expects a test time of about 70 microseconds, using 
the formula T 
L 
1 1 
--u Q -1 
21 
where 
T test time , L = d istance from d iaphragm , 
U = s:iock speed , Q 
21 
= dens ity ratio across shoe]:-_. 
~-
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Ti-1e forlnula is 1-Jased 011 Lacey. .2111otl1er es tirLLute comes frolLL 
heat trans fer rn0asurcments done in C.~1aJter l1 • 
.L 
A si1ot Ui1der 
similar condition ( , -SllOCK speed 2. ,1 krn/seco11C:i, 76(', torr air, 
uriver 9as corn.LJression ratio 20) g-ives t.1.1e test ti:i.-LLe of a:Uout 
100 microseconds, a.s shown in F i (;_;- . 2 . 2:.i. 
~nus one concludes t~at the effect is 0.ue to ore-
.L 
cursors. Ho':.-vevc~r 011c also fre 1.1Ut:;ntly con~es across case s in 
·v1nicl1 pos itive ions are pickeG. up insteau of electrons, as in 
·1-- ' • .. ~-
L' l S • 
..--\ ') ,·-
£ • L. 0 • 1l1i1e evidence supporting this co:i:l1e s £ro1l1 another 
ionisation gau~J•2 trace, si:10-wn in Fig. :2. 2 7a and Fig. 2 . 2 7b, 
CJ.one unC..er 100 torr i:L) with about ti1e sa~nc s11ock r, - ) r::,e u'' .:) 1- '- • r:I1l1c 
L.. 
top trace in Ficj . . ) ') 7 J-L.. • L., .J lS ti1e pulse output of a trigger unit 
set to trigger on a negative s 101,Je, '::J i th its input si(Jnal 
f ro1Lt tile ionisution gauge. It is seen fro 1l1 Fig. 2. 2 7a t.11at 
Jrececi.ing the arrival of the snack front ( as evideuc2cl by t i1e 
viole11t swin0) , ti1ere is a period of a0out ~ ruicroseconds 
Vli1en a pos itive cilar9~ is being pick:eu up. 
clearly t.i1,2 response of the t.1.1in-filrn 9 au9e. 
F"ig. 2. 2 70 snOVJS 
It _t?iCJ~S 'U ) ,_ ho I::' L-----
J?recursor signal before the n1.ain heat transfer si gnal rise 
du{:; to arrival of the shock front, at whici1 ti1ne t:-i,;::; output 
of the ionisation gau,Je also 9oes nec;ati v e , t i1e normal .t?Olari ty. 
For a discussion of precursor 2££ects, see i~altli:i..1oto 
et al, Gaydon et al (p 210) , .Gradley (p 1S6, 2 4 3) , and 
dcClena~1an , partic~lar ly Gayc1on (~210) w:1ic ... 1 also mentions 
presence of siuilar effect on thi.n-film (.:J-auyes in lo\v temper-
ature shocks ('J ~o o ..J ,j . 0 J.Z) • 
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The thermocouples suffer less from this effect 
because of the common mode signal rejection ability of the 
preamplifier. 
Table 2.5 summarises the measured system delays 
with thermocouple transducer compared to the signal from thin-
film gauges for those cases with well defined shock fronts. 
Note that the transducer used is a 5-element thermocouple (5 
chromel-alumel thermocouples joined in series). The conclu-
sion drawn is that the measured and estimated delay agree 
roughly and one can expect a delay of no more than 3 micro-
seconds. Under normal operating conditions, the system delay 
v.rill be around 1. 5 microseconds. Even when the precursor 
signal is included, the maximum delay measured is less than 
5.5 microseconds. 
2.4.4 Comparison with Ionisation Gauges on T3 
This series of tests is also aimed at observing the 
performance of the whole _timing system as it is being operated 
over a long period of time. This period of service showed up 
some inadequacies in the various sections of the system and mo-
difications have been or will be incorporate d into the system. 
This test is based on the assumption that if a 
timing transducer is operating normally, i.e., near its maximum 
sensitivity region, then the recorded shock speed timings will 
- 2V -
r2f l ee t only i1orrta l si1ot to sl1ot variation:::; Ju.2 to t ... 1.1.:.~ shock 
tu:Ue -i t3c l f . Lowever , when tn~ ·tral1s cluce r is OtJGratin9 out-
. .3ic.le its effective r12 g ioll, ano tncr com.L..)Onen t will 1.Jecome 
.t!rorni.i:1ent, nalilely, ti1e variations due to the uncertainties 
i11 ti1e tri rJger levC:..! l of wl1atever e l ectron ics is used to 
.l!rocess thl= si\.Jual corniny- out of that ·cransJ.ucer. rig. 2 . 20 
illustrates this assw.1.1?tioa . Su1J.LJose the signal frorn a 
tra11sc1.uccr varies .uy a certain l-.J (:;rce 11 ta(Je ciuc to varic .... t.ion 
in si1ocL: tuue coJ1ui tiuns. 'i111c varia.tio11s in suock tirni110 
will 0(; t
1 
and t ') 
,i... 




LLe 1J 211d i11 c...:, 0 11 L:.ii c 1J a r ti cul a r r E::: ~ ion . ri'11is COlLt1.JO1lCll L Wi 11 
.012 11otic,.:::!abl2 \\1~1en its 0ffect is corl11:.iara0le to tndt Jue co 
Vu.riatioJ.l in SLlOCJ;.: t. U0l:: O_:Jera t_Lll(j C0110.i c.ions. r1,~1is assu1:t1J cion 
i :s valiu for cru.11scucers suci1 as t11~ri.t1ocou.__.Jlcs cui.d ionisation 
sau<::Jes v111ic ... 1 .Llu.V~ rarn_e-like sig~1u.l out.,...Juts rat1i:.::r tiJ.an stc:p-
like, iu tnc tilile Lna.t one is in t2rest.ecl in, say a few micro-· 
se co~_1ds . 
A S'~rics of tEsts i s done in v1~1icll al l the trans ·-
J.ucc rs u..:3 ~ J are ion is c1. tio11 9 a us e s to .t) rovi Je a ref e r -::!11 ce . 
h.110 t~1c. r series uf L:.e: s ts is dode i n wllic11 tlle first l l1re2 
cra ... 1 suuc2 rs useu arc t .. 1'2r1l1ocou1?le s .u u. c tu L::; l ast two ar2 
. . 
l 01ll-
satiou yauges . r.i.1l1e; trailsuuc8rs are nuHd-.J2rcci. consecutively, 
stu.rt i11 s from tll2 d ia1)11ragrn enu , eac.i1 s0parateci Ly 91 . S Cil1. 
usin g t11e variations of toe timins-s from c~1e last tv10 trans-
J.ucers in bot:1 cases 0->0L1 be i n<J i o11isatio11 c_s cJ.uges ) to 
f 
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normalise r espec tively the variation:.:; of thl.; tirniny-s from 
t:1e first t11ree transducers (011 2 case lJe in s therrnocouLJles, 
-~11e oti1er ionisation g-auges ), one can obtain a comparison 
D(.:! tween tne fluctuations of t 110 tiruin<::JS in 1Jot11 series . 
C~1oos in s· a co11J.ition in • I W11ic11 the .1:Jerformance of ionisatio11 
yauges 11as Lec11 l:!rov2n , one can u.~Luce tbe perforrna.i.1Ce of 
t11e tllerrnocouplcs if the fluctuations are similar in .uoti-i 
ser i es . 
Table 2 • 6 snov\7S the results of such tests. T11e 
la~;;t colw1u1 i1orwalises t11e stcJ.11uarJ ueviation so t11at 011e 
can coLt1)ct rc tl112 result from S8ries A a11cl D, to eliminate 
tne cli f L8ri.::.i.1Ce in s11ot-·to-s11ot variatioi1S of t11e s11ock t"u.ue 
0etween t~2 two s2r1es . Ti1e sarn~_)les taken for t ~10 reference 
series are 4 in th2 case of air, ancl 3 in CO,,. Tl1e s arn2 le s 
L-
taken for tll e t<2s t series are 2 :_:; in tl1e case of air ancJ. l G 
·, r= c-·o i n -c.ne case o :c . ..., • 
L. 
Al tho ugi1 the samples taken £ or ·t11e 
ref8rence series are not large e nougl1 £or accurate pr0cJ.ictions, 
one can at l east safely concluc..le from rl'ab le 2 . 6 that tl1e 
variatio11 in t11e test series is COiLL -J arable J..: to t11a t of tll2 
refl:!rence series. 
r.1
1H o more G s e r i e s o £ air shots are a v a. i 1 a D 1 e , 211 il<::J 
anu 6" 1lg initial test gas pressure , 11,1it:1 :J and 2 9 saittJles 
r (::; s 1.) e c ti vc l y . T1i1ey yi2lcJ tl1e normalised. stanuaru deviations 
of l.G, 1 . 2 , 1 unc~ 1.7, 1 . 4 , 1 wi1ich are also similc1.r to tl12 
4 11 119 cases . 
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'l'nus one concludes that provideu .L . LllC ionisation 
y-auges are accurat2 in ther~sclv-2s, the thermocouples _t:Jrovic.le 
a si1ni lar ii not better ,tlerforrna,.1c2 in air ancl carbon uioxicie 
,--, ' 1u- J_ s ,::> 1 L • i.~ o corn1..>a.risons have i.) ,22,.1 wac.12 in other sases sucn as 
heli Wtt because it is well outsi cl~ tl1(j normal ope ratin '::] rcyions 




After t he initial trial period of oper a tion of 
the timing system, it was observed tha t the f ailure modes 
f all into 3 categories: 
1. pre t ri ggering by interference picl~- up before sh ock tube 
is fired; 
2 . displays picking up interference s a fter recor ding t he 
s ho ck timings, resetting t he most s i gnificient di git , 
c ausing an erron eous reading; 
3. t hermocouples failing catas trophical ly. 
Categories 1 and 2 have been solved and modifica -
tions incorp orated into t he system. hs to category 3, only 
3 such failure s have been observed during at least t hre e 
~ 
hundred shots. T\v o failed because of a dasaged junction and 
one deve l oped 2.n electrical leakage to the shock tube wn.11. 
As a ro ut i ne pr a ctice, it is recomTn.ended that a set of thermo-
couples be r eplac ed when any cf the• exhibits tot al resi stance 
of more than 2 orills for a 5- eler.1ent t he r mocou-c·le transducer~ 
U Y\. l-' • 
The following improvements are suggested as 2. follo·.-: 
1. I mprove~ent of t he r esDonse ti~e of the thermocou~le - - ~ 
pre 2,;~~lifiers ty rede s i gni nc t :1e circu_i ~ . The res p o~1s ._ 
time can be c~~ to hclf of t he nrese~t va lue without 
majo r wo r k i~volved. 
- :-l3 -
2 . 1'~1crrnocoupl2 construction techniques should be improved 
l 
to oLtain l.>etter and more uniform j w1ction cllaract8ristics, 
3uc11 as u2scri0c:u u.f 6anst.ro. c1nu. Viponu . 
J . .) . :i? re o.m1J li f i0 rs £or other si2nsors sucn ., as vr2 ss ur~ -c:.r<.111suucers , 
ionisation 0~u..1SJeS a.11_u 1)11otouio u.(,__;s sJ.1ould be ueveluuc~G. to 
~at.er for si12cial co11uitiuJ.l0. 
L1 ... . Soh1c of tn.::.~ L)rin ted circuit l1oarcJ.s sHould be . . r-:::uesi0n2u 
co <.1cco:CLlILiouate Etou.ifica.tioa.:3 1)ru1J2rly . 
I'· 
C 1.1.1\P 'I':;:_, l: ~ . .J • 
J . 1 lLJrl'1:uuUL'l1IOi.~ 
Cl\.LID1U-\ri1Iu ... i UF C0i.✓ 1.1. 1u lL.illD iJ() 661..J.LJ 
It is clesiraule to oLtain a nozzle flow tHat is 
dS free from ui verc;e~1c2 as ,:)oss iLle. 
J. une ca11 t1lCll increase 
t~12 si :l~2 of tl1i-.~ 1,.10(.L'.~l in ·bte t2st section wit1·1oul.:. incurring 
U11 3. C C (:: V C. cl j.) l 0 ·2 r r Or,:> (__~ U12 t O f: 10 \ / Ji Ve r S:J 2 :i. l Ce • 1\.. contourcu 
~ 1 o z ~ le , con s i s ~ i .L 10 o ..c ail in i ~ i a l col 1 i c d l ~ .:· .. 1) c1.11 s i 0 l l s c~ ct i o .d , 
fol lov,1eu by u co.11 l:our~c.l sectlon in W.dic.i.1 t.1.1l.;;.! c.:ias flovv' l3 
.i.:Jrocess2J su l.~1a ·c tu.C; 6tr2amli1H.::S LL'.co:i:t~ J?arallel , uc1s 
u2sign~u uy Udffey. ':i.·n~ 1..Jri11cir?les ~,e:J.1ind tn2 de:.:;i<:Jn \,1.1ill 





3. 2 CONTOURED NOZZLE DESIGN 
If one makes the expansion section of a contoured 
nozzle conical, one can simplify the design of the follow-
ing contoured section by assuming the gas thus expanded to 
behave as a perfect gas. The reason is that above a certain 
area ratio, the chemical composition of a test gas will 
freeze. If one assumes irrotationality of the flow, then 
this will enable one to reduce the equations of the non-
equilibrium method of characteristics (Sedney et al) to 
one of a perfect gas method of characteristics system, 
considerably simplifying the problem. 
A conical section with a given length and cone 
angle is first chosen. At an area ratio A, less than that 
0 
of the cone exit, a value of the ratio of specific heats of 
the test gas, ~ , is chosen which will describe the quasi-
one-dimensional chemically frozen flow downstream of this 
point. The flow can be described quasi-one-dimensionally 
provide d that the expa nsion angle is not too lars:;e .. 0 
cannot be calculated by a s suming a diatomic and monatomic 
gas mixture , because of the presence of chemical relaxations. 
Instead, it is chosen so that it will enable correct pre-
dictions of nozzle exit t1ach number, by comparing it with 
calculations based on a quasi-one-dimensional computer program, 




Once the conical portion of the nozzle is chosen, a 
characteristic is then drawn, in small steps, from the wall 
at the conical section exit to the axis of the nozzle, inter-
, sqy, 
secting it atA point P. The Mach number at th is point P is 
selected as the desi gn exit number .MP of the nozzle. Using 
a perfect gas method-of-characteristics design method (Shields), 
a wall contour is constructed which results in parallel flow 
of constant Mach number downstream of the characteristic from 
P. A trial and error selection of cone angle and length is 
necessary to achieve a desired exit t1ach number or area ratio. 
The present contoured nozzle desi gn is based on 
a 0.5" throat diameter, an exit diameter of 10.5", and a 
stagnation enthalpy of 36 MJ/kg, with air as test gas, for 
use on the shock tunnel T3, operating in the reflected mode. 
Fig. 3.1 shows the contoured nozzle. 
This part of the project is to determine how well 
the contoured nozzle constructed by the above method per-
forms in actual tests on T3, under both in-design and off-
design stagnation enthalpy conditions. The tests done 
were density and pitot pressure measurements of the flow 
from the nozzle. The tests were mainly done with air as 
test gas, though some preliminary result was obtained with 
carbon dioxide . No serious attempts have been made to 
correlate the various theoretical aspects of nozzle flow 
· - 37 -
1Jroc2ssc s wit:1 12:.,~.:..-1erirnental r:'.L:tJ..su rern-~il ts , a:::; it l S Lcyoi1G 
t ~12 sco02 of t i1is ·thesis. Bo'.ve v e r, a .:; in~ le c he c k is 





3. 3 PP-EE-STREAM DENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
3.3.l Introduction 
This part of the test is designed to measure the 
free-stream densities, using interferometry. The set-up 
is shown in Fig. 3.2. The model used was a pair of wedges 
separated by 2", with wedge face angles of 30°, 20°, 20°, 
0 and 35 for face 1, 2, 3 and~ resp~ctively. I3y . moving 
the wedges vertically, one can obtain the radial density 
distribution across the flow. It is, however, not possible 
to obtain any meaningful axial density distribution with 
this set-up. The principle of free-stream density measure-
ment is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 
Roshko, Alpher and White. 
See also Liepmann and 
The wedge angles are small so that the shock on 
them is straight. In the analysis of the data, only two 
of the wedge faces, faces 2 and 3, are used, because the 
fringes of face 1 and 4 show a slight tilting after the 
shock, making determination of fringe shift subject to a ~ . 
larger error than othen,ise. 0 The two 20 wedge-faces would 
still provide the information required. 
No boundary-layer correction (Stalker, et al 73) 
is applied to the measurement of shock angles on the wedges 





of the t e st core . ,S ince the effect o :~ the boundary-layer 
~~ill be similar on the two wed0e faces, this e rror will he 
s mall in the pret;ent cas e .-
1:1.·o o b tain t he value o f t he Gladstone-Cale constant 
for thE~ gu.s raixture , the various free--strearr1 species concen-
trations o f the mi xture as calculated by the program 
Ue11zf ar e used . This \-Jill correct for the sliqht 
, 
cnangc o -:-: 
the Gl ads tone-Dale constant with gas c0re1pos ition. The 
Gladsto11R-Dale constants of the various spec i es at standard 
conc1 i tion are o LtF1.ined f roJ'1 r-!r i ?ht , Liepm.ann -S: ri,osbko ( pp 3 8, 
3 9 ) , nett J. a uf e r a n d .l\.1 phe r E-: Hh .i. tc. 
r i rr . 3 • ,1: i s a photo er r a p h o F an int Pr ·Fero err am taken 
in this t e st . The absolute values oE t he ~ens ity neasure-
n12n ts involved hav e an estirn.rltC?.<1 accnracy of +l ? ~ ~ l) • 
., ., 2 
._} . :_; . Ti ~e IIistory of F r ee-StreaD Dens ity Vari ation 
. t ' r::2~1lS -c s C lS ·co c_~c.t~ r rt1inP. tllP pe r io:1 for ·which 
one has a r e lative l v cons ·tant ~ensitv test car~ . ~ 7his ' lS 
achiev2d by takinq inter fer o c;rrar--s at various t i P1c~s 1vhile 
t he 9a .s -~ lo1.r 1 s ove r .L, L 1.1.e noJel , by varyinq ~he a~1c1v time 
betwo~n tl!.c arr ival o f the s:-i ocJ-.:. ·f ron t o_t the last tirnino 
station on the: shock tuJ: n t .o t1v~ time th e~ li0ht ;;ourc0. ' lS 
acti va t c~ rJ . I (lco.l l v one s:1oul :1 1J.r:-::e a. licrl,t c:•o, •1y-r r, \ .• yi' •t 11 '., ... - l ... l_ L , _, '--- ' ' .! (_\. 
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short duration ·'---o -fJ,.. r.) ,:'.J'7e ·thn L. . - --- 1.. -1 .t.,.:; dens ity channp occurrinrr. 
Ilo·v;-ever at the time of test, this was not available . Instec1.d 
an c-1 "' -- , ., l o ..:i i· n n ~ , -... t , . . I •• l l ~; 
. 
.-../?ire ,,...r a s used as lir.:_rh.t source, ,:Tith an ef= feet-
. i ve. c:~ura.tion o ·~ aJ.::i out 5 n nicroseconds , ,,,;r}·,.ich is accc.i!table 
in this circu~stance . 
l \ C' t ]"1 r.J ·Fr e-e - C' t ]-e- c::11n (l O n c::: i +· '\7 Tll ,-::--. a s u r O rl T ,7 i' J 1 l ·) p a .r: -.l. '-) "' \._- •- - .._.) ... - :_ l . . ..._ --..J - - -1. .,. ..... ,__ - .._ '- ..._t. \ - - . - - . .I _ 
-F t 
, , , ... cc e(1 ny c11anqes J_n r 110,,--, 1.,-u J ,..,, J , . tu.:oe variations f rorr. shot tn shot, 
0 1.-1 c:, r, ,-- , ,:, \ l r, ' C .i-.1._ , _ •- . 1 .J. t' , . . . t 1 +- 1 t c) corr c c1 c E: - :1. e G c n s i ti c s w J_ 11_ - 1 e s E~ cl1an(-r0,s to 
nli'nl.l
0
Jl.~~p ~ - l, .. G .  t 1 ' i· c P ·F -f ~ c +-J J. ,--:, ~ ··- • \.::: ~ ' so that r1~a.suren.ents o F ,3_ series of 
S , l()-}- r ::, ·' - ·t1)(i c-• :::irv-, ·- ! . L- ,:::> ( l. L .. :... ._-, C L, . . \.:,: conc1 it ion c a.n l:.1r_:- corn h in 2cl. anrl coMn c1.rc c: • 
'J'o choo;-:;c; a norr1.c1li~::;at.ion 1: ,-=i.rr1.net0.r, it Jnnst sr1t--
i s f y the c r i t eri on th r:1. t a.Etc r i ts cJY)-'.-:i l i c ct ti on , -l- h 0-) ~ .J - ' • scc.1tter 
o :- the: cor,1.binr~(l_ c1a.ta fror11 s cvr~ra l s 11o tc; shoul ,~ bP. c6P1~a rc1.r )lP-
t. o the scat. t Pr p resent in each i rvJ iv i cJ u a. l shot . ncts2cl. on, 
-'- 1, i r L · _ 1.J r 
v7::.0-re 










\no · o 
1--· ,...J ,... 
0 
( 1 . J_) 
., i,a 1111· or1·naJ i sr-- r1 -r=r,Je-~t r, TV) c .. ~ _ ..... .1. 11 . . . \ ~ __ , ....... . . ·"· __ ... . ._, r c a : l 
th o 
- ..:.. J. - stannation pr~ssure 
is the shock speed 
3.'::"'n.S i ty 
Fis . 3.11 shows the effect o~ the normalisation procGss . 
r, i q . J . 5 anc.1 3. G shov1 the result of the case o-f 
air shot::; \ \T i th C ' Tf rJ initial p r r:::'. S S U.~e, co r 1 }~ r C? s s ion r at io of 
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of about J ( '. f I T / 7 y: f, /[ "" L ." U J.\, , • It can J •e SP.en that on(: }_1as a pe.-r:-ioc=l 
oE about :: 0 0 mi croseconcl s in r.,11lich the: dens it\1 remaJ.ns 
cons ·lant to wi ·th i n +10~ . 
rig . J . 7 shous the result of t>ie co.se of air 
:;hots 1 vi th L1 n TI<J i"n i tial prcssur_e , compression ratio of 30, 
s11ock s pec=-;d of .j'. . 3'.) + 0 . 09 km/sec ancJ stagnation entha.lpy o-C 
a 1- '• OU-'c- 1 n T:1'J / T:r:<.; ·T ; . , .C..., ',) • .!_ \. •• ·,. • One can see th2t because of the J..o,verinq· 
C. f .L 1·1 p C orr-1 r _..., r C; 011 ..,,.... -, ti' 0 ) -- L 1 ~ - • • < f~ • ·~ .._) ,.::, . l. <e .J. ( t . • - , the po.ricY1 oF constant c.12nsity 
increases to at l eas t 2 5 'J microscco11•·1.s . 
l \ .. -. ,J air ' lS t.h.8 test qa.s of: interest he.re, only a 
Lrief t c :; t is ta}:-.en of carbon dio;cide . ,,., i' ('' • I . :J 1.0. shows th~ 
result for 1'1 Hg C0 1 initial pressure , corprPssion rat.io of •• 
')O 7 t t ' .Ll 1 • 7 1 ·..,.;1--,..--~ J · anc s _agna - ion en L 1a py 0 ·1~ . _.-11u .,\l_., "' . T~is t est was car-
r iec1 out to obta i n inforP1.ation for \·1ork outsi .-~1e this project 
but includGd in llere to observe the performance of t:1e con-
toureJ nozzle ~ith CO~ . It is obvious that a more deta i lect 
~ 
surv2y J_s r 2qu ired before any va.lid conclusion can be 
reache(l . 
3 . 3 . J J1 ...., 7 -i 1 r• -- o ~ '- , ..._ 11 D · ' ·t• r I.:1 · '" ·' - -i 1 , .J- ' c• ',c.tc .. _a J.. I.Cc-,., L-r -;:. a.J ... _ensi 1 . i.~ cr __ ,_Jt,L l011.:J 
S i nce the noJel consists of two 1'.7ecle;2s senara tecl. 
· • L 
Ly 2 1' , ~J y r.1 o vi n 0 the mo r} c~ 1 v er ·Li ca 11 y , it i s po .s s i b 1 e to 
oL:tain a l ir;-ij_ t ci:.·. ve.r tic a. l 
l r' . a .ll(. . .' l <_; • J l ., ..) • - • 'J nreso. n t t~·1e 
SC 71 11 0 .C ·r 17 ,:, t.---:-,,..... t C l '- - l ~ \..:~ I::, - core. F icr. 3 • {', 
::i (7 ' J (l 0 C . ' I- ,, 7 . .. .L • , ·, _J_ ' .r:= r ._, .. l c-1. . _ ~-n .... , i ,_ . c i ,_"l 1 _ r i L u L ion o _ 
.L 
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the test corP.. It shows that one has a test core v1ith 
density constant to within + Si and v,ith diameter of at least 
5 inches . Tl1 is is for the cast; of G n Hq initial pressure 









J. ~ TI I Tom "f) f) T ,1 Cc: Di/ 1-,· 7', ,"! T~' 7\ r::un T,' r,11v1 j , .... , C .Lr • l. -~ -\. '\. J.J ,._J \_,' .L' .. ••' J_ •,L., L J..L... . ... Ll. J .. ~.1.:...•. J_ ~ J 
3 . I. . 1 Introd uction 
T 1v=:. n i -1- ') t 1J --- P s e1 u re cur v ~ v i r-:' c 7 on "=''. -'- - J~ ..__ \.,. .!.. .J._ ·- .::, -- u ..__. ...L - ' :.:> - \.. . \..: i.n two parts, 
, . 1 . , . J . a ra0 1a p1tot p ressure survey anc an a;:1a _ p1tot pressure 
survey . In tho rad ial vitot pressu.r e survey, a ro.J:e car-
r y ins four !:istle r type. 6 031 pr e ssure transducers, serarated 
L, y d istance s of ::: ! . r 2 r· and 3 11 ve rt i c r.1. l 1 '.' , are use .,q . • I n ~he 
lon rr itur.l inal r,i tot pressure survey, o n l y a sin~rle 1<. istler 
t yj)C GO .11 ~>res sure transclucer c a rr i c ,.1 on a p rol _; o is used . 
Tho I~ i s t 1 c r <:"r au q e s o. re rn. o un t c~ d. ins i r.~ c-~ a s ma 11 c c1. vi t y and 
• · 1-ote c tr:-- 1l fro1•1 t 1- 1 e j' ) r-.t ua s hv a ~rn ;,J 1 11wa1- r.:,·v0 1,:-i1,0r:ir ( 0 +-al J- 0 r .LJ,. c .. . -- .. . ., .1_ . .. ·...1 ~ . .J 1. • ~ ., , ·.l _ ... ·- _ 1..::: .✓- ~ •~l .<" l . _ ·- -~ 0 -.... _ -- .. \.: .. r 
et al, 10 7 3 ) . 1 • • • , ::i · 1 l T j 1J_ s arr a n~remen ·t in 1:ro:t uce s sorri.c ( ~c .. ay in 
resp onse tiwe b ut 
. 
lS not of sis_,rnifico..nc e in t he present 
case . 
In normo..l p ractice, ·1-·h 0 I'; ·toi-\._. .. ~ • -1- - l.-.,re. s sure ri1.e a s 1.ir cJ11.s n ts 
::i,-r-, roi~r·, -:,, i' ~ r:,r~ .1-r-, t· 11::.·t o • - t11 n ,- c s '.'.J r-101' r 1 ~r ocr- 11re .r=or +- 11a-l-Cl _. _ '-- ~ l ...:.... .. l C L J_ o ,_ . • , l_ , , _ J .. c..c L .. ,. '- · . L. •. , _ t:. _ \ .. , . _ ~::. ,:::i .... ~ _ __ _ .. '- J.. • 1...-
va r licular shot to conp~nsatc~ for shot to shot variations. 
IIov-1ever, it is foun,~  that for t1·d_.s series of '?Z~1Prirrents, 
this normalisation introd uces laraer error into the pitot 
press1.1re noasureri:ten ts tb.an e>:h i b i ted by the unnorrnalised 
dc1.ta . The nrobab le reason for thi 2. is that the staqnation 
~")res sure rccorc1s (u .. scd as th2 reservoir rlr~ssurc) r e flect 
c hanr.rc ~-; tl1<:1 t c1. ff e c t t he pi tot i.'re s sure s as '>'0 1 .. l as cb a ~qps 
tho.t clo not . If the latte r d o~ina t~s , ·t~1 ,.:.r1 J - 1 ·e . _ .,. 1 l __ i advantacre 
F 
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o~ normalisinrr the nitot nressures 
·' · to t~l'=' sta~nation nressurcs 
\,rill he lost . 
,-;,l 'r:- }~ c,,..-<: T_.!-' 'r• o h - .-1 ... . 1. J_ ~' o _ s ,___ J_ • a L- lo n i ... J r c.: a c . e ._. -F J_ P ,.... t ,, ~ . · i +- ' a .. i- _.r 0 u-1. ,ino. 1J_ ,_o-c. 
.J. _.) J_ 
p rr-;ssure measurements taten in repeat sh0ts, . l.e . shots unc?.er 
tll 1::, s :::ir"')r-, con cl J. ·'- i' 011 '-' ..__ CL. . ·- . - . - L- f but repeated because o~ one reason or 
another , such as loss of some of the Pitot ';'rcssure traces 
because of equi~ment M~lfunction . lTJ1.~~r tl,ocp ci·-c 11 n1ct~nce- c:: ·. · .e.~ ···'-''') - _ '-'l. ._, Cl __ __ .,_ f 
.L,1-:, c::-'-'.'.')rr11 ::1t~on T)---e~rl1rr-,c.  l ~ ..__ L.. c _ _ _ , . _,_ . _ L· __ ...... o .. . ..__ ancl t 11 o T? i to t r· re s s u re s a.re co ~-:.1.~'J u r 0. r l_ 
J, o+-,rce.,.l .1-11c, re·1nat S 11 0+· s to 0 11::)1)] r. 011•......, ·tr,. r~r-:, J . . c •rl-(:.\ 1Jl. to+-- '-- L,.. I '-- .l l- .,_ c.; - ·- - , . ~ - '-... ' '-- CL• - - l . : . '_, .:, \,:;, - - - J l - .- - ...... ~ .· 
y,res sure changes f o 1 :i .. 0\.,7 the sta~rna.tion pr0 s s 1xr.e chc1.110c s . 
l • . T,.12 nJ_tot p re ssu:r.e trac~ is cho~E:n -fron onr: thn.t 
. 
lS clear 
of any boun,·l_ary layer inf J.uences . rro nrov j_,-:1 ~ r1 v,1. l i r.7 co:r-1-
parison , the pi t.ot nressures Fl.nd tr :. e sta0nr1.:~_inn r,rE?.~su:i-::-es 
are rea c:7. at t~e sarJ.e tj_rrte for th<? t\·70 re~·1 0. 0-l::-. s>ots ( fJ00 
J~l00 rO~ P COnfc fro1~ ~~~~t 0~ ~-r~CP For .. _ .._. . 0 _ _,, ' J. &.....J _ . _ l ,::> \..- C _ ..L . _ I.- - Cl .., - . - _ . - th--, r)i+-:.ot pressures 
J. . 
c_n cl 4 r C1 :-i_icroseconds fron s·tart. of tra.ce ~or the?- sta.r-:-na.tio!l 
-.) ,... " C s', ,~ F' (' ) _I_ · J. <.::: ,::J L, ·'· ~ .-, • ,, , l .1. 2.1 -, ,::ci • - - ·-F 3 . l . s urn.r .. 1 a r i s 0 s t J.1 P. r C?. s u 1 t. s +_::.l '- a t. cove r 
1
1) o-J- h , i r ::, J 1 ,-, 1 n C' 1 1 o t ,.... ... ·- _ _ C....L -'- (")_ . 1 l .. . , ,,_, .:.:, 1 ... - • .::, • 1 , , ' 1 1 , r,, ,P :··1° 1- ·: or i~ J_o r•7 . c 1 1 ;:i·Le· t ,1 :-:) · --- -- . . ~l .. . - I_ ~<---- L-~ --- L . -
cllan.cre in c~aci~ 0ua.nti t.v h c": t~:-1e e n t; •_ e t \·10 J::-r:-ncat shots and 
e::nre s ~~es it as a. percen tace. It is seen fro 1>1 'I1c1.ble J .1 
that the pitot pressure chanqcs do not follo,:, 1 t:1e sta0.nation 
pressur-? cha.naes nor the shoe]::: speed clla.n<Jes, and is, 
. 
in 
9eneral, SPaller conparcd to staqnation pressure f luctuations 
but larg r?r COL1}J c-trccl. to shocL speerl_ fl uc tuc.1.tions. Hence, 
. 
ln 
, J . 1 . . 1 . ::i ~;uosc 1 u,:~nt ana _ysis , t 1e pi-!:.ot J? rcssnr <? is not norri1a isen 
to tl1e F'J.::: u.sur~d sta.qnatiou pressures. 
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ments is +lO'ci . Fig. 3.19 shows some of the pitot traces. 
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.i. C:.l I.' - -
J ') 
J . L..J c,ives the sensitivities of the Xistler 
pressure trans cJ.uccrs used for pitot pressure :n1easurem0nts 
and stasTno_tio~1 pressure neasurernents . 
...., I, 2 _) • q • Rel.d i al Pitot rressure Survey --------
Fi q . .3 . 1:: sho,/.rs the rad i al pi tot rressure 
for air shots, ::, -!-Cc L... 'I '[ ,~ l. n c: i· ,.7 P ·no 7. 7 1 J ~::> 0 # ... _ • ..... 1 ... ..J , _ exit rlane , Ti7ia. - .J 
~ +=. 1 r..._, ro -~- i c 
.L 
J . 13 c1t 
no~= le ex i t plane , Fic:-r . 3 . l ~- at 2 11 01~1ts i c1c no?: z le exit plane, 
anc.1 T_7 il} • 3 . 15 at 0 ·, outside nozzle exit p lane . Not(~ t:7 .a t 
·t- ~ 7 -' /., . .J_ ~ . f ' 0 7 '7 1 . p "<.,- • . (- J - ' ,... I ,-) as ,::. r"i 1,-, f r Ch O ]-l,.. J.. E. d l S La n c  __ ro~J n .... ~ c -"' , l L p __ ane l;::> :r.1 .. urc. 1....,e __ o e . .:.,,,. c ,. 
t l 'l , ' ' ' J t J 3/ 0 ' ] · u1..:,e r e co i , \•.7 :'1.icn i s a Jou - .. \.} J_nc 1e s . Only a detaile/l_ 
s urve -/ was cJ one in the ca s c of r i q . 3 . 12 , the rest was ta kc n 
as co~firmat i on tests only . F r o~ these surveys one can draw 
the conclusion ·that there is a uni::orrn. test core (to \·Jithin 
J ,- 0 ) C L 1 - 1 " , ' 1 + _ ...J --.-i o -_ ,J. ·L east 0 · o i ar.1.e ·c er . 7his incre ases to at least 
8 :• in c1ianeter for t h ~ .lov,e r enthalov casr::~s . One cc1n also 
··~ . J. 
sec the dec r easing bounc~ary layer th i ckne3s (v7i tnessed by 
the i ncrease of pitot pressures at t he points near to the 
no z z 1 e \'la 11 ) as t he st a~: n ::i. ti on en tll a 1 p y c1 cc r c a s cs . This 
series of surveys cov ers sta0nation enthalpies helo~ , a ·t anJ 




T\. brief survey is also cn.rric rJ. out with carbon 
diox i tle as test 0as , and is presented in Pi0. ') 1,; " , • 1:..J • Th2 
nerforma.ncc~ is similar to the J. 
• • 1 series WJ_ t ,_ 1 . air as t est eras . 
r11hc boundary layer tl1icl'-- n ess , hov1evcr, l - l e e~ ~ 11.~r1 ·t 1 at :::5 -'- ,- •::>..:J 1 • ./ C L J .• 
for air, p ro~ab ly due to t he snall.cr viscoscity of carbon 
(1 io.zidc cop·~1-:.1a rc :1 to air an c1 t 110 lo°\,-1e r sta.qna tion enthalp ies. 
It 
. 
i s t 1 .L F. s e e n .:1 a. L. J_ 9 • 3 .12 shcv::-1s a larqcr scatter 
o ~ cla ta than the othe rs, due to the fact that da.tc1. fro1-:-i. 
r1.ore than one sho t has been co11b i ned to p rod uce it. 
J.11.J Az ial ritot Survev 
Fi c;_r . 3. 17 plots the p i tot r} r essur r:.; o.~-:ia.l survey 
1.-vith p robe at. a nos i tion of \" belov,r a x i s J . 
.c . ,_ or air, \ ··7 i th ,1 " 
P . . t. 1 _J.'] lni lu._ pressur e and compression ratio o~ 30 . It is 
7 t 1 .L • ' ·f ' ( ' ..1.... 1 ' C o ) , ' c _ear 11 a 1... one n as a uni __ o rn r e c_::r J_ on r:.1 i L .11 in + :, ·o e ;-(ten ct l n er-
·Fror1 7'1'" J0 1•c:i'r7 o +-1-,p DQ7'710 e "'ri't to 70 '' Ol1t 0 J• ,.:i,----. ·'che 1-o~z1c -1- ..L ' - - ' 1 1_ · .... ,. ·- ..,_ - J - ~ • ·' ✓J ·-- .I..~ ...;;_ '.,J - . ::, ... l), ~ .l .,. . l ✓.::. -
( J ,., l0 ·t 
\.-J..l. • 
F i. rr ') 1 ~ 1~ 1 0 ·t r- ?, C i rn i' l :::i r C' ll r,: 7 ,,..., ' T -r- 0 r C n '.:I ·t !'.1 ! j . • -'• '~ ./ · ,::J ....t . :., __ _ I_ J...0. J_ ,.> , v i.::::_'. .... J_ ·· ') f <. t ·.o: 
r: g in it i c1. l p ressure an r1 comp r ession r a. ti o or- J O . l\crain -' 
the r es.ult is sin:il a r, al thou~rh in t li. is case , one has a 
unifor1,1 rcq ion (,,,1ithi n +!J 1, ) eztcn(:in0 f ron 7_ 7 1' insicle the 
1 . t . ~ 7 -- i-J "" l '' · no ✓.,., e ._ ... .. i co l n :r 0·1+-si· (7P -Lh 0 no 7 zl c p·(i· ·t ~- l l- , .- t_,L __ ,. .L . J~- --'-- • 
I 
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From the results presented in the . previous sections, 
it i s seer1 that the contour ed nozz l e perfor~s accordin0 to 
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+10 inche s _r.ron nozzle ezit ..c • 1 __ or aJ_r . 
1\1 thour::1 the pronrar1 .,.Jpn:;;: :: . 1 ' l S . 0 U cl. S l - 0 n C. - C . J_ Fl e 11. --
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• .L. , 
;J\7l l-ll 
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fo r a .. ir . T111r, c-:-1lcn l ,::-i ·l-c r1 · ,i' tc)t r\- 0 s snrP .. j . - .,. C l ... .. - - . -- ... l · .... J_ '- .. '- .i .._ J_~ ar)proxirn.r1 tcd bv 
p(X)uo0 :2 
It is se,~n thu.t the C~(pcrirnc :1tc1l vr1lues an -: .::i ~Jen?.'= 
value s . " . a . ....,. r o ,.-..:::, , 7 7 t ,~ .., 11 .:J . c.. \-_. r \ , ..J_ J .t _L - -:-,·,,7 1"' 0 r i ffiPn '- a] •~-- ..: • 1.1 .,___ . - .. ::. . - C . ?rrc2'.:"s . 
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,- . o , n·L.1....r)I-.. I - l_ ..._ , _ ·-:irr-:: s s uro s sJ 1oul :~. 1 ' ' --._ ,, .., r -.:rr:, ( 1 ,,t_ ]_ J J ) __ 0 ~ ,_ -- • r -=. is in t_l-_i_c aut~..,_or • s 
' ' • 1- 1 1 • :i ' ' t c ;-1 l 11 ion ·c 1. at t , 10 1~1_ -~at 8 x c nan 0 er use o J_ n "? r 1:~ \ff~ n t J_ n CJ t ., 1 e pre s -· 
sure 1:.r c=:tn s ci ucf'.:;r s ·Eron being a :L:e.cte c1 }-:v t}~1~ hot n ,J.S f}.or,.7 lS 
.J. 
C O 1-, ·t ]- i' 1 '11 .!- ]
0 n ,r :::, J. . - , _ • ._.. - . } C l siqnif icc1 .. nt: error. rf'h(~ h e at ,---. -.c _r r-11, -::, l} ( - r O v- 1 ·1 S p . ..:J t. .:,. .t. lo.' - 4 ,..l... l J. •-~ ,_.. J _ \.... •- ,_l_i_ 
' J • J .. 11 t. l lS :;GriGs of oxpcriments ';,,,as sir,1.ply a t,1in lnye r of 
v c1. cu u r-t qr e ,1. s e on t. h c tr ,:1_ n s cl u c er s ' in 1 e: t :f= a c c~ . Very often, 
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CHAPTER 4 DEVELOPMENT OF CALORIMETER HEAT-TRANSFER GAUGES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The most common device for measuring heat transfer 
rates in shock tube laboratories has been thin film heat 
transfer gauges (Schultz et al, Hartunian et al). To de-
scribe it in simple terms, it is a device where a thin 
metallic film, a few hundred Angstrom thick, is deposited 
on a suitable insulating substrate. A constant current is 
passed through the gauge to monitor its electrical resis-
tance. When exposed to a gas flow, heat is transferred to 
the substrate, changing its surface temperature. Since the 
film is very thin, it follows the surface temperature of the 
substrate, causing a change in its electrical resistance. 
However, this type of heat . transfer gauge is not suitable 
for use in situations where there is a high heat transfer 
rate. This is because of the very high temperature rise of 
the substrate (about 7o 0 c rise per kW/cm2 of heat transferred 
for 100 microseconds), leading to a highly non-linear behav-
iour of the gauge. This may be corrected by various means 
(Walenta, Cook, Willeke et al), but will make this type of 
gauge much less simple to use. However, the most serious 
drawback is its inability to withstand tl1e environment of 





shots in moderately high enthalpy conditions, necessitating 
frequent replacement and re-calibration. It was frequently 
found that the resistance of a gauge changed noticeably-
after one shot, indicating damage to the thin film. 
To overcome these drawbacks, calorimeter gauges 
were developed by Rose. In contrast to thin film gauges, 
a thick metallic foil is used to retain essentially all of 
the heat transferred within itself during the test time 
considered. This means that the foil thickness has to be 
chosen with regard to the characteristic heat diffusion 
depth in that material. The overall temperature rise of 
the foil will be much smaller than in the case of the thin 
film gauge, reducing the problem of non-linearity of the 
thin-film and substrate considerably. The thick metal foil 
(usually in the sub-millimetre ranges, depending on material, 
test time, heat transfer rate and heat loss to substrate 
tolerated) will clearly stand a much better chance of sur-
vival in the shock tube environment than the thin-film gauge. 
Another advantage of calorimeter gauges is that properties 
of the gauge materials can be taken as their bulk values 
(which are tabulated in standard handbooks) to good accura-
cies (within +5% for pure materials), obviating the neces-
sity of calibrating each new gauge, as is the case for thin-
film gauges. The main drawback is that the sensitivity of 
calorimeter gauges is much lower, which may be a disadvantage 










since the calorimeter gauges are primarily intended for 
high heat transfer rate measurements, this is not usually 
a severe problem. 
There are several varieties of calorimeter gauges, 
depending on the method of monitoring the temperature change. 
Thermocouples, either on the surface or behind the calori-
meter, can be used. Alternatively, the total resistance 
of the calorimeter can be monitored, and is the best scheme 
because it has the highest frequency response (Schultz et al). 
This project is based on calorimeters of this type. 
!II• 
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4.2 THEORY OF OPERATION OF HEAT TRANSFER GAUGES 
Schultz et al showed that both thin film gauges 
and calorimeter gauges can be analysed in terms of one-
dimensional heat conduction. A brief summary of their treat-
ment will be presented here for the sake of completeness. 
Fig. 4.1 shows a slab of material (that of the 
gauge) mounted on a semi-infinite material (that of the subs-
trate). The equations governing the flow of heat in the two 
media are 
d 2Tl 
d x 2 
d 2 T 
' 2 
d x 2 
1 - -
ex i 





Where the subscript 1 refers to the slab, and 
the subscript 2 refers to substrate, 
T refers to temperature, above ambient 
x refers to distance from the surface, 
t refers to time, 
cl refers to thermal diffusivity, given by 
ex. - K fc 
where K = thermal conductivity, 
(?=density, 
c = specific heat. 
( 4. 1) 
( 4. 2) 












at X = 0 





- K2 d X I 
T
2 
= 0 at X = 0() . 
Tl= T2 
( 4. 4) 
( 4 • 5) 
( 4. 6) 
By taking the Laplace Transforms of Eq. 4.1 and 4.2, and 
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-~ (p J - (1-a)e ✓~, 
and d-T -
dt = fJT 
(4.7) 
( 4 • 8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Eqs. 4.7 to 4.10 will be used to analyse thin-film gauges 










4.3 THEORY OF OPERATION OF CALORIMETER GAUGES 
Basically, a calorimeter gauge functions by measur-
ing the time rate of change of the thermal energy of a metal-
lic foil laid on an insulating substrate. The change of 
thermal energy can be detected by monitoring the temperature 
of the foil. The rate of change of this temperature will 
give the heat flux into the surface of the foil. 
Referring to Fig. 4.1, one can write the heat bal-




= q(o, t) = q(Q, t) + d~[fcR T(t)] (4.11) 
• 
qs - heat transfer rate to the surface 
q(x, t) = heat transfer rate at point x from surface 
at time t 
f, c = density and specific heat of the metal slab 
T(t) = mean slab temperature 
By choosing the slab thickness such that, in the 
test time concerned, most of the .heat entering the foil will 
remain there, i.e., ~(~,t) is negligible or is a small but 
estimable quantity, ·one can simplify Eq. 4.11 into 





To choose the proper gauge thickness, it is neces-
sary to estimate the likely heat loss to the substrate for 
a given foil thickness. Based on Eq. 4.7 to 4.10, and assum-
ing a constant surface heat transfer rate, Schultz et al 
estimated the heat loss to the substrate as 







CX is the thermal diffusivity, as given in Eq. 4.3. 
Eq. 4.13 will thus enable one to choose a gauge thickness 
with an upper limit to the likely heat loss. Note that Eq. 
4.13 yields an upper limit only, because the presence of even 
a very thin layer of air between the foil and the substrate 
will lower this error very considerably (a one-micron thick 
layer of air would reduce the heat loss by several orders of 
magnitude). 
Having the thickness~ of the foil, one needs to 
obtain T(t) to complete Eq. 4.12. The values of p and C will 
be known from tables or from calibrations. T(t) can be most 
conveniently measured by monitoring the resistance change .of 








Consider a foil divided into a number of thin 
layers, of thickness ~x, so that one can assign a temperature 
to each of these layers. These layers will thus represent 
resistances in parallel. Referring to Fig. 4.2, the equi-





l l +DI.RT ct./ [ (T2) - (T) 2 
where 
R = resistance of foil at temp o0 c 0 
1 
. + ... ] J · (4.14) 
~R = temperature coefficient of resistance of foil 
T = mean temperature of foil 
In Eq. 4.14, the second and higher order terms rep-
resent the non-linear temperature distribution which peak 
in the first few microseconds, after which they become neg-
ligible (less than 1%). Hence one can rewrite Eq. 4.14 to 




The resistance of the foil is monitored by passing 
a constant current I through it, so that 
IR = IR ( 1 + ex T) o R (4.16) 
lf 
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The change in voltage across the foil, V tis thus 
OU 
V t=V<XRT OU 0 
Differentiating Eq. 4.17 yields 
. or re-arranging, 
dVout = V cJ.. dT 














provided p, c and~ are constant (which is a reasonable assump-
tion, provided the gauge temperature is not raised too high). 
Combining Eqs. 4.19 and 4.20, one thus arrives at 
• _ (? c Jl dV out 
- ex gs Vo R dt 
(4.21) 
Equation 4.21 forms the basis of operation of a calorimeter 
gauge. Note that V is referred to the o° C condition. 
0 
It 
may be more convenient to refer it to another temperature, 
TE 1 say VE, by using the relation 




thus Eq. 4.21 becomes 
., 
qs = (? c~ • 1 + d..RTE • 
Dl R V 
and Eq. 4.18 becomes 
av out 
dt 










TE being the equilibrium temperature reached by the gauge with 
a particular constant current flowing through it. 
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4.4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF CALORIMETER GAUGES 
4.4.1 Selection of Foil Material and Thickness 
A desirable property of a calorimeter gauge is 
maximum sensitivity, in order to have a high signal-to-noise 
ratio. To choose the best foil material, the following are 
assumed: substrate material, heat loss to substrate, test 
time, dimensions, heat transfer rate and current, for the 
contending candidates. The procedure is to choose the 
thickness .1 bearing in mind the maximum allowable heat loss 
to substrate over the test time. Then the rate of rise of 
temperature of the foil is calculated from Eq. 4.20 by assum-
ing a certain heat transfer rate. By assuming a certain 
dimension for the gauge, one can calculate V (since~ R for 
0 . 
the metals are known from handbook values). Equation 4.24 
can then be used to estimate the output one can expect. 
Table 4.1 summarises the estimated sensitivities of the more 
common metals. It is seen that stainless steel (AISI 430), 
lead and iron have the best sensitivities. Lead may be used 
in low heat transfer situations when its low melting point 
is acceptable, but it is ruled out in cases of high heat 
transfer rates. Although stainless steel has a higher sen-
sitivity than iron, it has the drawback that this sensitivity 
comes from its high resistivity, 5 times higher than iron, 
while its temperature coefficient of resistance is only 0.2 




the self-heating effect for a given current passed through 
the gauge, the less non-linearities in the physical proper-
ties of the metal due to the self-heating temperature rise. 
This meant that iron will be a much better material to use 
than stainless steel from this point of view. One possible 
problem with the use of iron foil is oxidation of the surface, 
resulting in changed gauge characteristics. This, however, 
does not seem to be a problem in actual use. Iron in high 
purity form also offers the advantage over stainless steel 
in that its physical properties are known more accurately, 
not being dependent on the wide tolerances of compositions 
of stainless steel. 
It is necessary to restrict the calorimeter gauge 
temperature rise when subjected to a heat transfer rate so 
that its resistance change is not more than 25%, in order 
to reduce non-linearities in the gauge properties (Rose). 
This can be done by choosing the correct gauge .thickness. 
4.4.2 Selection of Substrate Materials 
The desirable property of a substrate is that it 
should not interfere with the workings of the metallic foil 
by conducting heat away from the back of the foil. It should 
have a reasonable mechanical strength to withstand impact 
force generated in the test flow. It should be easy to 
machine, be readily available, and at low cost. 
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To choose a suitable substrate, Eq. 4.13 can be 
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( 4. 13) 
( 4. 9) 
Since a<<1, andte
1
: - 0.167] < 1, for the½situation under 
consideration, the term f; [j: _ 0 _167] will dominate, 
and thus to a good approximation, one can assume that the 
smaller the value of a , or the smaller the thermal product 
jcx 2c2k 2 , the lower the heat loss to the substrate. Table 
4.2 tabulates the thermal products of the various materials. 
It is clear from Table 4.2 that plastics have a 
better performance than glass, and are easier to work with. 
Araldite and such epoxy type polymers have the advantage 
that they can be cast , thus obviating the need for accurate 
machining to obtain a contour fit for the metal foil laid 
on top. For low heat transfer situations, araldite can be 
used, while for high heat transfer situations, silicones can 
be used. 
Fig. 4.3 plots the estimated heat loss to an epoxy 
substrate for the various materials, based on Eq. 4.13. 
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4.5 CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY FOR CALORIMETER GAUGES 
4.5.1 Introduction 
A constant current supply source for the calorimeter 
gauge is necessary to ensure its proper operation. The basic 
requirements for the constant current supply are: 
1. it should be capable of supplying an adjustable constant 
current up to 10 amperes; 
2. it should be capable of supplying up to six calorimeter 
gauges simultaneously; 
3. its equivalent output impedance should be much higher 
than the gauge impedance. Rose recommended a ratio of 
10 3 , in order to swamp any effect of gauge resistance 
change on the current. 
Condition 2 is necessary because it is required in 
Section 5 of this project for the measurement of local heat 
transfer rates at several locations on a model. It is prefer-
able to obtain all the data in as few shots as possible, so 
as to minimise the effect of shot-to-shot variations on the 
measurements. Connecting the gauges in series is not permit-
ted because failure of a single gauge will corrupt the signals 
from all the other gauges. It will also lead to undesirable 







Condition 1 is necessary to enable the optimum 
current level to be chosen, bearing in mind the effect of 
self-heating of the gauge and the acceptable signal-to-noise 
ratio. The expected signal output is a few millivolts with 
a current of 10 amperes, . depending on the heat transfer rates. 
Rose recommended the circ.ui t shown in Fig. 4. 4. 
With a typical gauge resistance of about 10 mn, the value of R 
needs to be l0fl. At maximum current of l0A, one needs a 100 V 
supply capable of supplying 1 KW per gauge, most of which is 
wasted in the resistors R. Operation with the gauges 
. 
in 
series will compound the problem. The problem may be allevi-
ated to some extent by relaxing the requirement of R>l000 R. 
0 
The circuit is very inefficient and will be expensive to 
implement if multiple gauges are to be used. Another draw-
back from the safety point of_ view is the use of high voltages 
in such set-up because the gauges are not insulated at the 
front surfaces. 
A solution is proposed here that overcomes all of 
the problems associated with the circuit used by Rose. It 
uses a low voltage supply (6 V), thus reducing waste of power 
drastically. The constant current regulation is better than in 
the circuit of Rose. The current level can be adjusted from 
milliamperes to 10 amperes by a single dial. The gauges are 
isolated from each other from the signal point of view, eli-
minating interactions. 
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The basic principle of the constant current supply 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The voltage amplifier has gain 
typically in the region of 80 to 100 dB, enabling one to 
make the assumption of V+ = V_ . Another assumption is that 
I= IE, which is justified when the current amplifier has a 
high current gain. 
= I . R f , re 
• 
• • I -




Thus current can be controlled directly by varying 
V t 1 if one keeps R f constant. Clearly, the regulation con ro re 
of the current level will depend on how well regulated V t 1 con ro 
and how constant R f . are. In practice, they can be made re 
reasonably constant by using a well-regulated voltage reference 
for V t 1 and using a resistor having very low temperature con ro · 
coefficient of resistance and operated so that the temperature 
rise is small, by using manganin wires bolted to large heat 
sinks. The equivalent output impedance of this circuit is 
approximately the open-loop voltage gain of the amplifier 








4.5.2 Design of Constant Current Supply Generator 
4.5.2.1 Introduction 
The constant current supply generator is built to 
be simple to operate and flexible. Fig. 4.6 gives its main 
functions. The generator is assembled from four separate 
modules: Module 1 - houses the constant current generator 
control circuitries, meter monitoring circuitries and the 
thermal shut down circuitries. Module 2 - houses the power 
supplies for the whole generator, the power supply for the 
meter circuitries, the current amplifiers and the cooling 
fans. Module 3 - houses the two 6 V 75 A-h lead-acid batter-
ies for the constant current supplies. Module 4 - for cali-
bration and testing of the generator. It consists of various 
connectors and terminals. 
All the modules are housed in a 19" rack. Fig. 4.7 
is a photograph of the complete generator. 
4.5.2.2 Operating Instructions of 
Constant Current Generator 
Before powering up the system, the mode switch (SW7) 
of the control unit is switched to 'stand-b~, the meter selector 
switch (SWl0) to 'off', and the channel status switches (SWl 
to SW6) to 'disabled'. The gauges are then connected either 
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to the calibration module or directly, via the power cable 
to the supply module (module #2) and the signal cable to 
the control unit (module #1). The system is then powered 
up by switching on the mains switch (SW13) on the supply 
module. The desired output current is then dialled on the 
current output potentiometer (VR19). SWlO is set to 'current' 
position, the meter range switch (SWll) set to the appropri-
ate range, and the meter channel select switch (SW9) set to 
say channel #1, and the channel status switch SWl ~nabled'. 
SW7 is then set to 'operate' mode, switching on the cooling 
fans automatically, and outputting a constant current which is 
read on the meter. VR19 is adjusted until the desired output 
current is indicated on the meter. At output current above 
1 A, the dial on VR17 sets the current accurate to within 
+ 1%. For output current below 1 A, the dial is only accurate 
to within+ 2% or worse. If the system has been calibrated 
correctly, this current setting should also hold for other 
channels, to within+ 1%. 
The voltage developed across the gauges can be 
checked by switching SWlO to the .voltage position. The meter 
range is designed so that for the typical gauges used, the 
current and voltage share the same range. 
The meter zero (VR25) and meter full-scale-deflect-
ion (VR26) adjustment potentiometers normally do not need 






The thermal overloaQ light-emitting diode is nor-
mally off except when the temperature inside module 2 reaches 
0 about 38 C. It then flashes at about 2 Hz, indicating that 
the system is locked out and no output current is available 
until the temperature drops below about 34° C. 
The external voltmeter terminals allow connection 
of an externa l voltmeter to the input of the meter amplifier, 
for calibration purpose. Refer to 4.5.2.7. 
The switch (SW 12) that is unmarked on the photograph 
(between SW 9 and SW 10) is a momentary contact switch. Press-
ing it will allow checking of the voltage of the 6-V lead-acid 
batteries. This functions even when the system is off. 
4.5.2.3 Constant Current Generator 
Control Circuitry 
This is responsible for converting the control volt-
age V t 1 of Fig. ~.5 into a constant current I. con ro 
shows the circuit of the control circuitries. 
Fig. 4.8 
SW 7 selects the mode of the system, either 'stand-by' 
or ' operate ' . In the 'stand-by' mode, everything except the 
driver of the constant current generators is activated. A 
trickle charge (200 ma) is passed to the lead-acid batteries 
while in 'stand-by' mode. When SW 7 is switched to 'operate' 
I 
' ., I 
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mode,+ 15V is applied to Rl9 and VR19. VR19 is a 10 turn 
potentiometer on the front panel which sets the output cur-
rent of all the six channels of the generator. ·The control 
voltage for each channel thus derived is then ·fed to the 
assembly Rl, VRl and SWl. for channel l; R2, VR2 and SW2 for 
channel 2, etc. VRl to VR6 allow one to compensate for the 
different tolerances of the component values within each 
channel, so that the same output current can be set by VR19. 
SWl to SW6 are used to disable their respective channels in 
situations when only some of the channels are being used. 
They are mounted on the front panel, labelled channel status 
selectors. 
The control voltage from VRl is fed to the non-
inverting input of ICl, which is an operational amplifier 
acting as a high gain voltage amplifier, · then to the current 
amplifier consisting of TRl, TR7, TR13, TR19 and TR25, via 
R7 and Dl. A signal, proportional to the output current, is 
developed across Rl3, and fed back to the inverting input of 
ICl. To explain briefly, any increase in current will cause 
an increase of voltage at pin-4 of ICl. Since voltage at 
pin-5 is fixed, the output (pin-10) will decrease, causing a 
decrease in drive to the current amplifier until the voltage 
at the inverting-input is again equal to that at the non-
inverting input (within a few microvolts). 
1,;. 
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VR13 is to adjust the input offset voltage of ICl 
to prevent it from outputting current even when SWl is set 
at disabled position. R7 is to limit the drive current to 
the current amplifier, and Dl to prevent it from being 
reverse-biased, thus causing breakdown of the base-emitter 
junctions of the transistors. Cl (a low-leakage capacitor) 
is to provide local negative feedback to prevent oscillations 
due to the high frequency response of TRl. TRl and TR7 are 
connected as a super-Darlington pair in order to obtain enough 
drive for TR13, TR19 and TR25. This could be simplified by 
using a transistor with the necessary gain and power dissipat-
ion to replace TRl and TR7. However, component availability 
leads to the present configuration. TR13, TR19 and TR25 are pa-
ralleled in order to lower the dissipation of each individual 
transistor for two reasons: (1) to increase the safety 
margin and, (2) to enable a higher voltage than 6 V to be 
used to accommodate a higher load resistances for some appli-
cations. All the transistors in the current amplifiers are 
selected devices with low leakage currents, especially the 
drivers TR7 to TR12. The calorimeter gauge 
. 
lS connected 
across the collectors of the current amplifier transistors 
and the 6 V batteries, via the fuse Fl. 
The supply source for the current amplifier consists 
of two 6 V lead acid batteries connected in parallel. This 
arrangement has the advantage of a zero ripple source, 
. 
in 
addition to eliminating a very expensive high current, well 
I 
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regulated supply derived from the mains. The batteries are 
normally trickle charged by the system but can be boost 
charged externally. SW8 switches in the external charger. 
Note that D7 also functions to protect the internal+ 15 V 
supply should the external charger voltage be higher than 
+ 15 v. 
C I 
SW7, when in operate mode, also switches on the 
cooling fans via Rl7 and RL3. The centre wiper of VR19 also 
goes to RL2 of the thermal overload shutdown sensor which 
disables all the channels when the current amplifiers' temp-
erature is excessive. 
The voltages across the calorimeter gauges are 
monitored via SW9. The output currents are also monitored 
by the voltage drops across Rl3 and VR7 for channel 1, Rl4 
and VR8 for channel 2, etc. VR7 is for compensating the 
component tolerances of the .different channels to enable a 
single calibration of the meter amplifier. Rl3 consists of 
two 1 cm lengths of 0.315 mm diameter mang~nin wires connected 
in parallel and bolted at each end to a large heat sink. 
The temperature rise at maximum current output is estimated 
to be no more than 10° C. Since the temperature coefficient 
of resistance of manganin is 10-5 , the error contributed by 
this reference will be negligible. 
C7 to Cl0 are for supply de-coupling. 
N. 
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4.5.2.4 Meter Amplifier 
It is necessary to monitor the resistance of the 
gauge to calculate the heat transfer rate from Eq. 4.23. 
In order to reduce the overall experimental error, this 
measurement of resistance should be as accurate as possible, 
say around 2%. This necessitates either the use of an 
accurate Kelvin bridge or a digital resistance meter. The 
use of a Kelvin bridge is impractical in the present set-up. 
As to . the choice of a digital resistance meter capable of 
reading milliohms, its cost cannot be justified. The design 
described in here is the most cost effective for the present 
application. It measures the voltage drop across and also 
the current through the gauge, thus enabling one to calculate 
its resistance. Fig. 4.9 gives its circuit. The accuracy 
of the circuit is limited primarily by the readout device, 
the basic amplifier has a linearity of better than+ 0.3%. 
Table 4.3 tabulates the linearity of the circuit. It is seen 
that the non-linearity comes from the meter movement, around 
+ 1%, if range switching is utilised to obtain best accuracy. 
SW9 switches the two sets (voltage and current) of 
inputs from the six channels and feed them to SWlO to enable 
either voltage across the selected gauge or current through 
the gauge to be measured. The selected input is fed to the 
range division resistors network comprising R21 to R28 and 
VR20 to VR24. Although 1% resistors are used for R21 to R26, 
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it is found that it is still necessary to provide a small 
degree of trimming to equalise the sensitivities of the 
ranges. 
The meter ranges are from 0.lA/lmV to S0A/S00mV 
to cover all possible situations for use with calorimeter 
gauges. The selected input is also available on the front 
panel for calibrating the meter circuitry. 
to ground. 
R29 and R30 provide bias current returns for IC7 
Since for the lower voltage ranges, it is neces-
sary to measure microvolts riding on a common-mode voltage of 
6 V, the common-mode rejection ability of the amplifier has 
to approach 80 db in order to eliminate significant errors. 
This places a stringent demand on the meter amplifier cir-
cuitry. To effect this, the following steps are taken: 
1. use of an amplifier having a high common-mode rejection 
11 I ability such as LM321 (National Semi-conductors) having 
a guaranteed value of 110 db; 
2. separation of the meter amplifier ground with the system 
ground to further increase the rejection; 
3. close-matching of R29 and R30 to better than 1 %. 
The integrated circuit chosen for IC7 (LM3 21) . lS a 
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standard operational amplifiers, offering considerable improve-
ments in bias current, offset voltage drift, common-mode and 
power supply rejection. Its bias current can be programmed 
and in the present design, minimised to reduce error due to 
this source. Its output is amplified by IC8, converting the 
differential outputs to single ended output. R34 and R35 
provide increased supply rejection. Cl2 and Cl3 are for atten-
uating the high frequency response of the amplifier to decrease 
noise, as essentially only a D.C. amplifier is needed. The 
output of ICB is clamped by D~ D9 to protect the readout meter 
movement. R36, Dl0 and RLl are to protect the meter movement 
from large and opposite excursions produced by the amplifier 
on switch off of power. It functions by releasing the contacts 
when power is removed, thus isolating the meter movement. VR26 
provides gain adjustment of the amplifier. SW12 and R37 enable 
the meter movement to function as a battery voltage indicator. 
The calibration of the whole system is covered in 
4.5.2.7. 
The readout device used is a moving coil meter with 
nominal 100 microampere full-scale deflection. If higher ace-
uracy is desired, a digital panel meter should be substituted. 
4.5.2.5 Thermal Overload Shutdown Sensor 
At maximum output, the current amplifiers will be 
dissipating in excess of four hundred watts total. The 
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temperature rise of the power transistors of the current 
amplifiers is kept low by the two cooling fans. However, in 
the event of failure of the fans or some other malfunctions 
that cause the temperature rise to be· excessive, it is nec-
essary to shut down the system until the temperature drops 
to a safe level. Fig. 4.10 gives its circuit. 
The temperature sensing is done by a thermistor 
located in the vicinity of the current amplifiers. Rising 
temperature will lower its resistance, causing the voltage at 
pin-4 to be lower than the voltage at pin-5. IC9 is connected 
as a comparator and the output will thus swing towards the 
positive supply rail. This switches on TR31 via R43 and Dll, 
feeding power to IClO, a LM555 oscillator connected in the 
astable mode, and with its output driving an LED to act as a 
visual warning of over-temperature. Its flashing rate is 
about 2 per second. IC9 also switches TR32 on, energising RL2, 
removing any drive to the constant current control circuitries, 
thus effectively shutting down the current amplifiers. Dl3 
is to remove inductive spikes generated by the switching off 
of the actuating coil of RL2 from damaging TR32. 
RL2 is not released until the temperature drops to 
a safe level. 
R40 and R41 are to provide hysteresis in the temper-




of the tripping point. The circuit is adjusted to trip when 
0 temperature reaches 38.5 C and to release when temperature 
0 drops back to 34.5 c. 
4~5.2.6 Power Supplies 
Two isolated sets of power supplies are required. 
One set, providing +15 V and -15 V, is to power the meter 
circuitry. The other set, also providing +15 V and -15 V, 
is to power the rest of the system. The common point of the 
supply for the meter amplifier circuitry must not be grounded 
to the system. Fig. 4.11 gives its circuit. 
The mains supply is fed to Tl and T2 via fuse F7 
and switch SW13 and indicated by neon light NEl. BRl recti-
fies the secondary of Tl and the output is filtered by C27 
and C28 before going to the 3-terminal voltage regulator ICll 
to provide the +15 V supply. Similarly, BR2, C30, C31, IC12 
and C32 provide the -15 V supply. 
The secondary of T2 is rectified by BR3, and filter-
ed by C35 and C36 before going to a dual-supply voltage regu-
lator IC13. C37 to C40 provide further filtering to decrease 
the output impedance. The functions of Dl5 to Dl8 are to 
prevent damage to the voltage regulators should the input power 
be interrupted, causing them to be reverse-biased. 
~ 
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SW14 enables the cooling fans to be switched on 
when the system is in stand-by mode. C26 is to suppress the 
switching transients of fans 1 and 2 from affecting the sen-
sitive meter amplifier circuitry. NE2 indicates when the 
power to the fans is applied. RL3 is to switch on the fans 
automatically when system is in operate mode, via 
4.5.2.7 Calibration of Constant 
Current Supply Generator 
SW7. 
The following calibrations are needed before the 
system will function properly. 
1. Set SW7 to 'stand-by', VR19 dial to 0.0, SWl to SW6 to 
'disabled', SWl0 to 'off', SWll to highest range,. then 
power up the system via SW13. 
2. Let the system warm up for half an hour, then set SWll 
to the 1 mV range and adjust VR25 (meter zero) to zero 
the meter. 
3. Connect a precision voltage reference, adjustable from 
1 mV to 500 mV to the HI-LO terminals on the front panel 
of module# 1. This voltage reference can be built as 
follows: 
For the 1 mV and 10 mV ranges, 3 precision resistors 
(0.1%) are connected in series, the centre one being 1 
ohm and the two outer ones 500 ohms. A well regulated 
,_, 
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adjustable voltage supply (up to 15 volt maximum) is 
then connected across the string of resistors. The out-
put is taken across the 1 ohm resistor. Thus one obtains 
1 mV output per volt input. The input voltage is moni-
tored by a 3½ digits digital multimeter. 
For the 50 mV and 100 mV ranges, the 1 ohm resistor 
is substituted by a 10 ohm resistor, with the conversion 
factor of 100 mV output per 10.1 volt input. Por the 
range 500 mV, the voltage supply is connected directly to 
the HI-LO terminal. With this set-up, the meter amplifier 
will be calibrated to within+ 0.3%. 
With SWll in the 1 mV range, and a 1 mV input at the 
HI-LO terminals, VR26 is adjusted until the meter movement 
reads full-scale. Then SWll is switched to the 5 mV range 
and a 5 mV input applied, and VR20 adjusted until the 
meter movement reads full-scale. Similarly all the other 
ranges are calibrated. 
4. Next the offset voltages of ICl to IC6 are adjusted. With 
SWl in the disabled position, connect a voltmeter across 
pin-10 of ICl and ground, and adjust VR13 until pin-10 
just swings to the negative supply rail. Repeat this for 
the other channels. This adjustment is necessary to ensure 
that the offset voltage will not cause a small current to 
be output even when the channel is disabled. 
lli -
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5. Connect the power cable between module# 2 and module# 4 
and the signal cable between module# 1 and module# 4. 
Connect an accurate ammeter that can read 5 amperes 
(better than 1%) across the channel 1 current output ter-
minals. Set VR19 (current output dial on front panel of 
module# 1) to 5.00, SW9 to channel 1, SWl0 to 'current' 
position, SWll to SA range, VRl and VR7 to minimum posit-
ion. SWl is set to 'enabled' position and SW7 to 'oper-
ate'. VRl is adjusted until 5 amperes flow across the 
external ammeter. VR7 is then adjusted until the meter 
movement reads full-scale. 
Reset SW7 to 'stand-by', SWl to 'disabled', and 
connect the external ammeter to channel 2 output terminals 
(on module# 4). Switch SW9 to channel 2,'enable' SW2 
and switch SW7 to 'operate'. Adjust VR2 until the exter-
nal ammeter reads 5 amperes. Then adjust VR8 until the 
meter movement reads full-scale. 
This procedure is repeated for all the other channels. 
6. Connect a voltmeter across VR27 and adjust VR27 so that 
the voltmeter reads 0.95 V. With the type of thermistor 
used, this will trip the thermal shutdown sensor when the 
temperature reaches 38.5° C and will release when tempera-
a ture drops below 34.5 C. 
Once the above calibrations have been performed, there 
is no need to touch any of the preset controls except during 
a major system check. 
' 
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4.6 COMPARISON OF CALORIMETER GAUGES WITH THIN-FILM 
GAUGES ON Tl 
4.6.1 Introduction 
It is felt that the calorimeter gauges should be 
compared with another type of heat transfer gauge under iden-
tical conditions . to gain confidence in their use. The results 
from these two types of gauges should confirm each other. 
Thin-film gauge is chosen because its operation is well under-
stood and documented and it is available. The two types of 
gauges are used to measure the heat transfer rate to the side 
wall of the shock tube Tl, side-by-side. The thin-film gauge 
is platinum on pyrex. 
4.6.2 Operating Principle of Thin-Film Gauges 
From Eq. 4.8, putting)= 0 and x = 0 gives the 





Jr:ck F (4.26) 
after inverting the transform and then integrating, Eq. 4.26 
becomes 
qs =f.W [ T(t) [t + Jt 
0 
T(t) - T('f) 
(t _ "C ) 3/2 
dt] (4.27) 
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i.e., the surface temperature is parabolic in time. 
(4. 28) 
The surface temperature is monitored by the resis-
tance of a thin metallic film of a few hundred Angstrom thick-
ness, deposited on the substrate surface. 
There are a few observations about the use of thin-
film gauges. 
1. The presence of a thin-film on the substrate will introduce 
errors to its surface temperature (Schultz, Vidal, Maulard). 
The thin-film gauge used in the present test was manu-
factured by painting techniques with estimated thickness 
of 0.5 micron, so that approximately 100 microseconds is 
required before the accuracy in the deduced heat transfer 
rate reaches 5% (Schultz). This implies that comparisons 
should preferably be taken after that period to be accurate. 
2. The substrate should be thick enough for the previous 
analy·sis to be valid. Schultz gave an approximate rule 
of thumb of 0.3Jt sec, around 0.1 mm for a run time · of 
1 millisecond. Actually the thickness is determined 
largeli by mechanical strength consideration in the actual 
It . 
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operating environment. In the present case the substrate 
is a rod 1 cm long, thus no error need be considered from 
this source. 
3. The substrate properties will change as temperature rises, 
leading to a variation of the themal product ffck. If 
substrate temperature rises above 150° C, heat transfer 
measurements will be in error of about 10%. Corrections 
can be applied either numerically (Cook, Hartunian et al) 
or by use of electronic circuits to compensate for the 
variable properties (Walenta), or by use of substrates 
with small variations of the thermal product, such as 
beryllia. The error correction as proposed by the various 
workers contain quite large discrepancies. In the present 
test, the temperature rise is kept low to minimise this 
error. 
4.6.3 Analogue Circuit For Thin-Film Gauge 
In general, the heat transfer rate under the situa-
tion to be considered will not assume the simplified form as 
given by Eq. 4.28 because the heat transfer rate is not con-
stant. Eq. 4.27 has thus to be evaluated using numerical 
techniques (Cook et al, Maulard, Vidal). However it is more 
convenient to display the result side-by-side on a photograph 
with that from the calorimeter gauges, using· an analogue 
circuit to convert the temperature signal from the gauge to 





The analogue circuit simulates the flow of heat into 
the semi-infinite substrate using an R-C transmission line. 
It consists of blocks of R-C lumped together, the lump size 
depends on the rise time desired and the number of blocks 
depends on the run duration. The principle of operation and 
design criteria are covered in Meyer and Schultz et ai and 










r' and c' are the resistance and capacitance per unit 
length of the R-C transmission line. 
Fig. 4.12a shows such an electrical analogue. 
To obtain the value of}~: , a gain measurement 









- Rlj 7 ~ W = Rl J ~ 
W is in radians/sec, f is in Hz. 
j 27if (4. 30) 
Fig. 4.12b shows an analogue circuit proposed by 
Meyer having arithmetically increasing lumps in order to reduce 
the number of stages. Fig. 4.13 is the circuit of the actual 
11;_ 
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analogue circuit constructed for this project, designed with 
a run time of 400 microseconds and an RC value of 5 micro-
seconds. 
The input from the gauge is coupled to ax 20 non-
inverting amplifier ICl via Cl0 and Rl0, before going to the 
analogue networks. The output voltage is developed across 
Rl and buffered by the unity gain follower IC2. 
A frequency sweep is made of the circuit gain to 
observe experimentally the run time of the analogue circuit 
and also to obtain the value of j ~:. Fig. 4.14 plots the 
gain versus frequency. It is seen that the operating range 
covers the region from 50 IIz to 100 KHz. Taking the gain 




or qs - 40.1 
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if the reference temperature is chosen as the equilibrium 
temperature TE of gauge at the operating current, with VE 










4.6.4 Differentiator For Calorimeter Gauge Signal 
Eq. 4.23 of Section 4.3 gives the heat transfer 
rate as 
q = pcl. 1 +~RTE . dVout (4.23) 
s o<,R v dt 
E 
Hence by differentiating electrically the temperature 
signal, one can obtain a direct indication of the heat transfer 
rate. A simple R-C differentiator is used. The output from 
d 'ff . . av. a R-C 1 erentiator is V t t = RC input OU pu 
(RC« period of input signal). 
Combining Eqs. 4.23 and 4.33 yields 
where 
qs 
- (:? C .Q 
V o( . (1 + c{ T ) 




V tis now the output from the differentiator. OU 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
Fig. 4.15 shows the responses of . two differentiators to a 
ramp signal (constant~~), for calibrating the time constants 
of the differentiators. Two time constants are used, with 




4.6.5 Comparison on Tl 
The set-up is shown in Fig. 4.16. A thin-film 
gauge (platinum on pyrex) was compared side-by-side with a 
calorimeter gauge, measuring the heat transfer rate to the 
side wall of a shock tube. Fig. 4.17 shows a heat transfer 
record. The thin-film gauge was driven by the constant cur-
rent supply shown in Fig. 2.3. 
In order to minimise any possibility of non-linear 
behaviours of the thin-film gauge, the heat transfer rate 
was chosen to be as low as possible, consistent with a toler-
able signal-to-noise ratio. An iron calorimeter gauge was 
used, with thickness of 0.0075 cm, on an epoxy substrate, with 
an estimated maximum heat loss to substrate of 5 % at 400 
microseconds test time. 
Fig. 4.18 plots on the same graph the heat transfer 
rates as obtained from the calorimeter gauge and the thin-film 
gauge. It is seen that the agreement between the two gauges 
is, in general, within experimental tolerances, es.timated to 
be about 12% ~orst cas~ for both gauges. 
To obtain comparison under large heat-loss - to-
substrate condition, a platinum calorimeter gauge was construct-
ed. Its thickness was 0.0020 cm, on an epoxy substrate, and 
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the maximum heat loss to substrate was estimated at 20% at 
400 mic.roseconds test time. Fig. 4.19 plots the comparison. 
It is seen that the agreement at the early period of the 
test time is within experimental errors, but at later time, 
the calorimeter gauge heat transfer rate drops below that 
of the thin-film gauge. That is to be expected. As the 
test time increases, the platinum foil is not thick enough 
to retain all of the heat transferred to it, causing a 
drop in gauge temperature as heat is transferred to the 
substrate. However the conclusion is qualitative only, as 
the estimated heat loss is an upper bound only. 
Comparisons were done also at high heat transfer 
rates. Fig. 4.20a compares an iron calorimeter gauge with 
a thin-film gauge, and Fig. 4.20b compares a stainless steel 
calorimeter gauge with the thin-film gauge. The iron calori-
meter gauge was the same one used previously, while the 
stainless steel gauge has a thickness of 0.0125 cm, on an 
epoxy substrate with an estimated maximum heat loss of less 
than 1% at 400 microseconds test time. Here the heat transfer 
rates as deduced from both calorimeter gauges are about 1.5 
to 1. 9 times larger than those deduced from the thin-film 
gauge. The explanation lies in the high heat transfer rate. 
Under this circumstance , the thin-film gauge substrate 
surface temperature rises to a maximum of more than 300° C, 
while that of the calorimeter gauge tem~erature rise; to less 





properties at 300° C, in addition to change in the electrical 
properties of the thin-film. In fact, the thermal product 
fpck increases 1.8 times at 300° C compared to that at 40° C 
(extrapolated from Table 6 of Schultz et al). Thus it demon-




4. 7 CONCLUSIONS 
The theory of operation of calorimeter gauges and 
thin-film ga11ges was reviewed and the procedure for choosing 
the best foil and substrate materials was outlined. For 
this shock tube laboratory, an iron foil on an araldite 
substrate was chosen as the best combination. 
A constant current supply for calorimeter gauges 
was constructed and performed as expected. It is simple to 
operate, much more efficient than the arrangement suggested 
by Rose, and offers a better performance. Its measured out-
put impedance for each channel is about 20 ohms, and with 
a typical calorimeter gauge resistance of less than 10 milli-
ohms, the current regulation is better than 0.1 %. In the 
construction of the supply, a single point ground and shield-
ing of appropriate signal and power lines were found necessary 
to ensure the correct functioning of the meter amplifier 
circuit. It is suggested that to get more accurate gaug~ 
resistance calibrations, a 3½ digits digital panel meter be 
substituted for the analog meter movement installed. 
Comparison of calorimeter gauges with thin-film 
gauges was carried out. Under circumstances of low heat 
transfer rates (less than 1 k\1'1/CM2 ) , both types of gauges yield 
the same result, within experimental errors. Under high heat 
transfer situations, calorimeter gauges are superior to thin-
-f . 1 __ i m gauges . 
l~ I, 
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CHAPTER 5: ffEAT TRANSFER ri-IE.ASUR}]i.f8N'.I1S 
ON A ~110DEL I N T 3 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to observe the performance of calorimeter 
gauges under actual operat_ing condj_tions in a sho ck tunnel, 
six calorime ter gauges , with iron foils on epoxy substrates , 
were mounted on a steel cylinder . 
The measurements were performed in two parts. The 
first part dealt with the stagnation point heat transfer under 
various shock tw1_nel conditions, and the second part dealt r1i th 
the heat transfe r pr ofile on the cylinder at a particular 
tunnel condit ion. 
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The theoretical calculations of heat transfer rates 
in hypersonic di ss ociating gas flows have been covered by 
numerous authors ( Fa y, Fay &_Riddell, Fa y & Kemp, Hayes & 
Prob s tein 1959 , Dorrance, Dewey & Gro ss , Scala and others). 
Their treatment will not be repeated here in det ail. It is 
intended to provide here a summary of the theory, for coopari-
son with experimental results. 
The bow1dary layer e quations for the flow a re : 
1. Continuity 
dm. d m . . 
l l 





3. Sta te 
4. Ener 8y 
du 












+ - (f- - ) 
;)y cJ y 
= tJL m.R.T 
\ l l 
w. 
l 
( 5. 1 ) 
( 5. 2) 
( 5. 3) 
a ~ cl H d ~ 1 0) u 2 ] -( - - ) + - j-A(1- -)-(-) 
cJ y Pr ay c) y Pr ;Jy 2 
~ . 1 ~ ~ f D 12 ( 1- - ) L. ( h . -h?) mi 
y L l 1 dy ( 5. 4) 
r1 
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The following assumptions have been made for the 
above equa tions : 
1 . the bow1da ry l aye r is very thin compa red to the body 
radius of curvat ure, and is l amina r; 
2 . the body is either two dimensiona l or axisyrnmetric; 
3. the gas in the boundary layer is re garded as a bina ry 
mixture of a toms of one species and molecules of another 
species; 
4. thermal and pressure diffusions a re neglected; 
5. ea ch component of the fluid behaves as a perfe ct 
contributing to the total pressure, 
gas ln 
and p = pressure 
u, v = velocity components in the x 8nd y directions, 
where xis a long the body surface, 
y is normal to the body surface 
m. = mass fraction of the i-th comp onent of the gas mixture l 
W. = mass r ate of format ion of the i-th species l 
D
12 = bina ry diffusion coefficient 
~ =density 
f = viscoscity 
R. = gas constant for the i-th c omponent l 
T = temperature 
H = total enthalpy 
h.= enthalpy of the i-th component l 
h? = heat or format ion of the i-th component 
l C f 
Pr= Prandtl number= _]2_ 
k 













k = thermrll conductivity of mixture 
fD12C L = Lewis nwnber - - P 
k 
The equations 5.1 to 5.4 are partial differential 
equations which cannot be solved for blw1-t-body flows unless 
they can be reduced to ordinary- differential equations, i.e., 
if similar solutions can be found for them. For stagnation 
points, such similar solutions exist. 
2j 
Define X(x) = J pf u r dx 
0 
vvw e b 
u r J J 
E(x, y) = I'ixb p dy 
2.X 0 
f = J ;- dE 
o e 





l z. = -l m. 
l8 
where rb = cylindrical radius of body 
J = 0 for two dimensional flow 
1 for axisymmetric flow 
subscript e refers to edge of bow1-dary layer 
w refers to body surface (wall) 
( 5. 5) 
( 5. 6) 
( 5. 7) 
( 5. 8) 




Usine equations 5.5 to 5.10, together with the fact 
tha t near a stagnation point of an inviscid flow all fluid 
properties except velocity are approximately constant, the 
momentwn and energy equations are transformed to 
ti I It -1 f 8 t 2 
( Nf ) + ff + (1+j) ( - - f ) ·= 0 (5.11) p 
N I ' I [ 1 2 dm. 1] 1 and ( - g ) + fg + N(L-1)Pr- (h.-h. 0 )~g = 0 
l l dh Pr 
(5.12) 
where N = 
ff-
\ w/\v 
and the primes denote differentiation with respect to E. 
To gethe r with the heat conduction equation at the wall , 
(1
3
(0) = -( ~ dh 
C ~ )w 
p y 
(5.13) 
the nwnerical solut ion of these equations yields various 
correlation formulae for stagnation point heat transfers. Two 
of the correlation formulae are : 
1. Fay & Riddell Formula: 
qs(O) 
du r-> I,{ 
_ -0 • ? 6] pr -0 • 6 ( p ~ ) 0 • 5 ( ~ ) 0 • 5 ( \ VIJ w ) 0 • 1 ( H _ h ) 
\ e e s dx s p e f e s e ... ,.v s 
[ 1 + ( Lt-1 )h
0
( ~ -:- r1. ) ] a e w s (5.14) 
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where t = 0.63 and 0.52 for a frozen and.equilibr ium 
I 
~ bo1mdary layer respectively, 
ex.= dissociation fraction, 
du 
( _Ji) = velocity gradient at stagnation point s ds 
1 
R ~ e I S ' (5.15) 
eq . 5.15 assumes a Newton i an pressure distribution, 
R = blunt body nose radius, 
Pr= 0.67 and L = 1.4 for dissociated a ir, 
and subscripts refers to stagnation region. 
2. Scala Formula: 
Scala ar riv ed at a correlation formula based on the 
enthalpy difference across the bow'ldary layer, the stagnation 
pressure and the ambient molecular weight-of the free stream 
gas , 
where 
1 .. 61 + 0. 11 6 Meo .ffi 3 
q ( 0) = · f oo u~ 
s JR 
w/cm 2 
Mw = molecular we i ght of mixture, 
R nose radius of body in cm, 
~~ = free-stream density in gm/cm 3, 





Equation 5.14 requires an inviscid flow calculatiori 
to determine the stagnation temperature ( for viscoscity 
calculations), density, pressure and dissociation fractions. 
Equation 5. 16 requires only Nlt>O , Poe and U00 which are readily 
available from the program Nenzf ( Lordi et al) . Note that 
in equation 5.16, the stagnation pre s sure is approximated by 
r~ul ' which is accurate enough . for the present application. 
Another disadvanta ge of equation 5.14 is that it is based on 
dissociated a ir , making its use on other gases such as ca rbon 
dioxide uncertain. Equation 5.16 applies also to the calcul-
ations with other gases. Hence it is used in the present cal-
culation. 
In regions away from th~ stagnation point, the heat 
transfer can be approximated by a pplying the concept of local 
similarity. This concept patches to gether local solution in 
which the history of the flow is involved only in the X 
dependence of the definition of E in equation 5.6. This is 
justified on the ground that the external and body flow prop-
erties vary only slowly with X. Us ing this concept, the he a t 




qs ( 0) 
Pwfwue 
du 
2XP µ ( __Jl) 







Making the approximations: 






X ( ___§_ ) 
dx s 
eQuation 5.17 becomes 
qs ( e) 
qs(O) j 02 
/i.0cos 2 0 
+ 0 sin2 0 + Jcos2 e 
where 8 is in radians. 
( 5.18) 
(5.19) 






5.3 MEASUREMENT OF HEAT TRANSFER RATES 
A steel cylinder of diameter 3" and length 6 11 is 
chosen as the model. The cylinder is assembled from two parts, 
with one part ( 2 11 long) fixed and the other part ( 4" long) 
that can be rotate d with resp e ct to t he fixed part. Six calor-
imeter gauges a.re installed on the model , two on the stagnation 
re gion of the fixed part and four on the rotatable part, as 
shown in fig 5.1. The two gauges on the fixed part serve as 
references to monitor the shot to shot va riations so that 
re s ults from a se ries of shots can be compared more a ccurately. 
The foil material is iron, and the thickness used in 
this series of experiment is Oe075 mm. The substrate is aral-
dite. The estimated maximum heat loss to substrate is 7 r1 • / 0 in 
a run time of one millisecond. Thicker foil material was not 
available during the experiment . The ca lorimete r gauges are 
mount ed so that they are flush vv i th t he surface of the model. 
The ga uges are supplied by the constant current generator 
described in c hapter 4. Durin~ this series of experiments, t he 
gauges increas e t he ir resistances by an ave r age of 0.2 % per 
shot ov e r 50 shot s, an d none of them needs re pla cement . Thin 
film gauges , under similar condi t ions , need to be replaced every 
f ew shots because of the damages t o the film. Thus it cle a rly 
demonstra te s t he robust na ture of the calorimete r gauges in shock 
tunnel measurements. Fi g . 5.2 shows the experimental set-u:p . 
I'· 
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It is found that the sigr1als _from the calorimeter gauges 
need to be filtered properly to remove noise components due to 
.the ioni sation of impurities during the flow, and mechanical 
resonance of the model.. It is also fow'ld necessary to clean the 
model ~nd gauges before each shot to remove deposits from the 
previous shot. Fi g . 5.3 sho0s clearly the effect of the dep-
os it s on the noise l evel of the signal. It i s recommended that 
for fut ure experiments , attention be paid to eliminating the 
problem of microphonics in the cab le s inside the shock tunne l, 
and to making the model from mate rials that will not generate 
mechanical resonances within the bandwidth of the desired heat 
transfer ·sign8..l. 
I n the present series of expe riments~ the signals from 
the calor i meter gauges a re not gene rally differentiated because 
of the noise problems outline d above . Analyses of the experi-
mental results rely on manual measurements of the slope of the 
signal to give heat transfer rates. Lack of time prevents the 
proper solution of the noise problem . Fig. 5.4 shows an example 
of a relat ively go od heat transfer record. · Fig. 5.5 shows a 
noisy shot in whi ch differentiati on of the signal is not useful. 
Fi g . 5. 6 shows a record in which the shock tunnel flow is lrnoYvn 
t o be of good quality . The RC different i ators used have time 
constants of approximately 100 microseconds. 
In this series of exper i ments , the calorimeter gauc e 
signals a re filt ere d before going to the oscilloscopes. Two of 
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the low-pass filters are Barr & Stroud variable filter unit, type 
EF2, and the others are 6-th order active filters, with the 
circuitry shown in fig 5.7. The design of the filters is dis-
cussed in Al-Nasser. The filter frequencies are set to 7.5 kHz. 
The heat transfer rate measurement errors are estimated to be 
+ 20 %, with a substantial contribution from the dv/dt measure-
ments on the oscilloscope traces. 
The calculation of the experimental heat transfer rates 
i s based on equation 4.23, while the theoretical rates for the 
stagnation poiuts are from equation 5.16, and the radial dist-
ribution profile is from equation 5.20. 
Fig. 5.8 shows the stagnation point heat transfers 
under various shock tunnel conditions. One can draw two concl-
usions. The fir s t conclusion is that the experimental results 
and the theoretical results agree with each other, within 
experimental error. The second conclusion is that the long-
itudinal stagnation heat transfer profile is approximately 
constant . However, · the first gauge returns much higher heat 
transfer rates than the rest, probably due to a combinati-on of 
effects due to the contoured nozzle boundary layers and three 
dimensional flow on the model unaccoLmted for by the theory. 
It is not clear though, why the 6-th gauge is · not affected 
similarly. 
Fi g . 5.7 shows the radial distribution of heat trans-
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fer rates on the cylindrical model. Since the data has been . 
accumulated ov er a number of shots, a simple correction for shot 
to shot variations is applied to~ (0)/~ (O) by ~onitoring the s s 
measured values of gauge 2, whi ch remains on the stagnation 
point all the time . It is assumed that the shot to shot var-
iations affect all the gauges approximntely equally. Some of 
the values have been omitted fr.Dru the graph because these signals 
are grossly distorted by noise. In general, fig. 5. '( shows a 
fair agreement between experimental dnta and theoretical cal-
culations, except at large values of e. The reason is not 
clear , but is most probably due to the simplified assumptions 
used in the derivation of equation 5.20. 
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The following is recorn1nended if heat tr3,nsfer rates 
a re to be me8.sured in a shock tunnel: 
1. The cable s , both power and si2;110,l , should be shielded and . 
should be made of non-microphonic type of mate rials. This 
is necessary to avoid charge pick-ups from the ionised gns 
in the tunnel flow. 
2. The mechanical mounting of the model should either be very 
stiff or very resilient, so that any noise generated by this 
source falls out side the signal bandwidth and can be filtered. 
3. The model and the gauge surfaces a re to be cleaned prior to 
each shot to remove deposits of impurities from the previous 
shot. 
4. The signals shoulct be differentiated to give ~s directly, 
using an active operational amplifier differentiator. This 
differentiation will decre ase t he overall error of the 
measurements. 
5. The calorimeter gauges should be stamped from a die to hold 
their dimensions repeatable and within close tolerances. 
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The measurements of heat transfer rates obtained in 
this series of experiments agree within experimental error with 
the values expected on the basis of existing theories. This 
provides good confirmation of the enthalpy levels in these nozzle 
flows , \Nhich b.ave previously only been calculated numerically 
from the measured reservoir conditions. Stagnat ion heat trans-
fer measurements, if performed yvi th co.re, can yield go od 
estimation of free-stre am velocities ac cording to equation 5.16. 
! 
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inltic1l nressure = 7(-.,() torr:, cl e lav = 2'r2 microseconns: 
upper vert = l r1V/div ~ lower vert = 1(1 mV/cliv: 







Vi~ . 2. 0 h: nu tpn t of thermocouple vi~ amn 1 if ier (Vj r, . 2. 5) 
test ~RS= nitro ~en: shock snee11. = J . 2 km/s~ 
initial pressure= 2n torr'. upper vert = 2nn mV/rli_v~ 
luwer vert = 1n mV In.iv~ horizont<1l = 5 microseconrl/cliv: 









"'Pj_g. 2. fie: Charge rick-ur,s l")y the thermocouple anrl t11i_n-f ilrn 
R;au~e cause the initial eclr;e to rise in reverse 
polarity. 
upper vert == 0.5 ·v/<liv~ lower vert == n.1 V/div: 
horizontal =50 microseconds/div~ 
shock spee(l = 1. 8 km/ sec~ test gas = arr;on ~ 
initial pressure= 760 torr. 
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Fig. 2.21: Bench test of system delay for various input 
slew rates. 
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PRE-AMPLIFIER INPUT (MICROVOLTS/MICROSECOND) 
Fig. 2.22: Measured System Delay (with Channel 1) 
f 
Top trace: 
Signal at point C 
of Fig. 2.21 
Bottom trace: 
Output from main 
frame . 
Top trace: 
Signal at point C 
of Fig. 2.21 
Bottom trace: 
Output from main 
frame 
Fig. 2.23: One record of system delay measurement with 
input slew rate at 155 microvolts/microsec6nds. 
upper vertical= 1 mV/div 
lower vertical= 1 V/div 
horizontal for top photograph= 10 microseconds/div 







FiR . 2 . 24: Photo~raph showing presence of precursor, catising 
reversal in si~nal outp11t a t the risin~ e~ge. 
test ras = aj_r= shock spec~= 3.1 ~m/sec · 
jnitial nre.ssure = sn torr~ 11rrer vert = J V/<ljv; 
lower vert = 1n mV/div : horizontal= 5 Plicrosecon<ls/<liv~ 
<le]av = 7n microseconds; 
Top trace: 
1-1eat transfer 
rate from thin-film 
gau~e 
Bottom trace: 
nea t transfer rate 
frori. calorimeter 
gau'!:es 
Fig . 2.2~: Photo~raph showin~ heat transfer rate to shock tuhe wall. 
test ~as = air; shock sf)eed = 2.1-~ i~m/se.c.~ 
initial pressure= 7r,n torr ; urper vert = inn nV/div~ 
lm,,.Ter vert = 2nn mV/djv~ horizontal= sn Plicroseconrls/div~ 







Fig. 2 . 26: Photo~raph showin~ case of positive char~e nick-up. 
unper vert = 1 V/<liv ; lower vert = 1n m' 7/div : horizontal= 5 microsecnn~s/<liv~ test ~as= air~ shock sneen = 2 km/s~ initial pressure= 7nn torr. 















Photogranhs showing: nositive charre picl,-np from nrecursor. 
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Effect of a timing transducer operating outside 
its normal region 
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Fig . 3.2: Set-up for the measurement of Free-Stream Density 
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For a straight shock 
f> TAN (3 
e c0 = TAN c@ -e) J\ . 
~ co = kt 
F 
TAN {3 _ l 
FA 




~ = free-stream density 
.e = density behind shock 
F = fringe shift 
A 
- 0 = wavelength of light used= 5100 A 
k = Gladstone-Dale cons~ant for gas mixture 
t = optical path length= 10.2 cm 
Fig. 3.3: Principle of Free-Stream Density Measurement. 













Fig. 3. 4: Interferogram of the wedge model used in free-stream density measurements 
Free-Stream Density 
• fco x 10-6 ~ 
Normalised Density 









































Delay time in Microseconds 
0 Measurements from wedge face 2 
0 Measurements from wedge face 3 
Fig. 3.5: Contoured Nozzle Free- Stream Density for Air. 
Initial Shock Tube Pressure= 6" Hg; Compression Ratio= 60; 
Stagnation Enthalpy= 18 MJ/KGM. 
Nozzle Axis 
I 0 ~ 5" 
~ t 2. 0 
2" 
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Measurements from wedge face 2 
Measurements from wedge face 3 
Fig. 3.6: Contoured Nozzle Free-Stream Density for Air. 
Same condition as Fig. 3.5. 
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Delay time in microseconds 
0 Measurements from wedge face 2 
• Measurements from wedge face 3 
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Delay time in microseconds 
Fig. 3.7: Contoured Nozzle Free-Stream Density for Air. 
Wedge positions same 
as shown in Fig. 3.5 
Initial Shock Tube Pressure= 4" Hg: Compression ratio= 30; 
Stagnation Enthalpy= 20 MJ/KGM. 
Free-Stream Density Normalised Density 
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Delay time in Microseconds Delay time in Microseconds 
~ Measurements from wedge face 2 
8 Measurements from wedge face 3 
Fig. 3.8: Contoured Nozzle Free-Stream Density for CO
2 
Initial Shock Tube Pressure= 4" Hg; 
Compression ratio= 30; 
Stagnation Enthalpy= 7 MJ/KGM. 
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o Measurements taken at 700 microseconds delay 
0 Measurements taken at 800 microseconds delay 
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Fig. 3.9: Radial Profile of Contoured Nozzle Free-Stream Density for Air. 
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Fig. 3.10~ Radial Profile of Contoured Nozzle Normalised Free-Stream Density for Air. 


















unnormalised (shot 2838) 
normalised ( shot 2838) 
D unnorrnalised (shot 2829) 
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p00 x 10 
-6 
-eo0l o -u 
s 
Normal experimental scatter in shot 2839 and 
2829 is both 9%. When combined without normal-
isation, it becomes 20%, much larger than normal 
scatter. When combined with normalisation, _ the 
scatter is 10%, close to the normal value. 
Fig. 3.11: Effect of normalisation on the scatter of free-stream density measurement data 
points. Data derived from Fig. 3.5 and 3.6. 
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vertical axis - radial distance from nozzle axis in inches; 
horizontal axis - pitot pressure in PSI; 
1 - ½" Hg shock tube filling pressure, R -
2 - l" Hg shock tube filling pressure, H0 = 
0 3 - 2" Hg shock tube filling pressure, H = 
0 4 - 4" Hg shock tube filling pressure, H = 
0 5 - 8" Hg shock tube filling pressure, H = 
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Fig . 3.12: Contoured Nozzle Radial Pitot Pressure Profile for Air, 


































2" Hg shock tube 
filling pressure 
4" Hg shock tube 
filling pressure 
8" Hg shock tube 
filling pressure 
vertical axis - radial distance from nozzle axis in inches; 
horizontal axis - pitot pressures in PSI; 
R as given in Fig. 3.12. 
0 
Fig. 3.13: Contoured Nozzle Radial Pitot Pressure Profile for 






































2" Hg shock tube filling 
pressure 
4" Hg shock tube filling 
pressure 
8" Hg shock tube filling 
pressure 
vertical axis - radial distance from nozzle axis in inches; 
horizontal axis - pitot pressures in PSI; 
H as given in Fig. 3.12. 
0 
Fig. 3.14: Contoured nozzle Radial Pitot Pressure Profile for Air, 












































2" Hg shock tube filling 
pressure 
4 11 Hg shock tube filling 
pressure 
8" Hg shock tube filling 
pressure 
vertical axis - radial distance from nozzle axis in inches; 
horizontal axis - pitot pressure in PSI~ 
H
0 
as given in Fig. 3.12 
Fig. 3.15: Contoured Nozzle Radial Pitot Pressure Profile for Air, 
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vertical axis - radial distance from nozzle axis in inches; 
horizontal axis - Pitot Pressures in PSI; 
1 - ½" Hg shock tube filling pressure, Hs = 40 MJ/KGM~ 
2 - l" Hg shoc\z tube filling pressure, Hs = 31 MJ/KGM~ 
3 - 2" Hg shock tube filling pressure, Hs = 13 MJ/KGM; 
4 - 4" Hg shock tube filling pressure, Hs = 7 }fJ/Kc;M; 
5 - 8" Hg shock tube filling pressure, Hs = 5 MJ/KGM; 
6 - 12" Hp, shock tube filling pressure, Hs = 3 MJ/KGM; 
Fig. 3.16: Contoured Nozzle Radial Pitot ~ressure Profile for co 2 , taken at 2" outside nozzle exit plane 
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Fig. 3.17: Contoured Nozzle Axial Pitot Pressure Profile for Air 
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Horizontal time scale - 200 microsecon~s/div; 4'' Hg initial shock 
tube pressure; Air as test gas~ Compression Ratio= 30 
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Calorimeter Gauges: 
.Q. rv 0.2 MM 
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Fig. 4.2: Equivalent resistance of metallic slab 
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Fig. 4.4: Arrangement of Calorimeter Gauges as suggesteo 
hy Rose 

























Fig. 4.5: Basic Principle of Constant Current Supply used 
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Fig. 4.8: Circuit of Constant Current Ou~put Control 
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Fig. 4.10: Circuit of Thermal Overload Shutdown Sensor 
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Fig. 4.12b: Analogue network having a rithmeticallv increasing lumps 
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Fig. 4.15: Calibration of Differentiators used to process signal 
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Fig. 4.16: Set-up for comparison of Thin-Film nauge with Calorimeter Gauge on Tl. 
' 
Fig. 4.17a - upper trace - thin-film gaup;e signal 
lower trace - calorimeter · r;auge signal 
Fig. l~. 17h - upper trace - calorimeter ~aur.;e s ir:nal 
lower trace - thin-film p:aup:e si~nal 
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Vig. 4.17: Peat Transfer Measurements to side wall of shock tuhe (Tl). 
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Vert. sens itivi es : 100 mv/div . 
Horiz. " 11 : 200 micr oseconds/div 
Ini t i al Shock Tu.be pressure : 6" Hg Air 
Fig. 5.J: Effect of cleaning of mode l and gauges on 
noise level of s i gnal 
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II 
Initial shock tube fillin g pressure : · 6 Hg Air 
Fig. 5.4: A relatively good heat transfer record in which 
differentiation of signal is possible 
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Initia l shock tube filling pressure : 6 Hg Air 
Fig. 5.5: An example of a noisy shot in which 
differentiation of signal i s not possible 
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Initial shock tube filling pressure : 6 Hg CO2 
Fig. 5.6: Heat transfer signals for situation when 
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Fig. 5.8: Longitudinal distribution of stagnation heat 
transfer rates under var ious initia l shock 
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of various timing transducers 
Detector 
(a) Contact Shock 
Wave Detector 





Gayden et al) 
Operating Principles 
the pressure rise across 
shock front pushes 
diaphragm to complete a 
circuit. 
compression by pressure 
rise across shock front 
generates electric 
charge. 
(a) Photodiodes the luminous shock 
and front generates signal. 
photomultipliers 
(Bradley, 




Gayden et al) 
Density gradient across 




simplicity and robust, 
rise time of output 
signal can be 
arbitrarily high. 
simplicity and 
relatively robust in 
low performance shots, 
little maintenance 
required. 
can have very fast 
rise time. 
can give continuous 




susceptible to mechanical 
noise pick-up. Suffer from 
time lag between arrival of 
shock front to output becaus, 
of time required to deform 
diaphragm. 
suscept ible to mechanical 
noise pick-up. Difficult 
to obtain fast response 
time. Relatively high cost. 
I susceptible to time lag 
problem when the luminosity 
comes from emission by 
wall impurity rather than 
from shock front. 
will not work if shock 
front is highly luminous 
or if density gradient is 
low. Susceptible to 
vibration. Set up can be 
involved. 






















Gaydon et al) 
Operating Principles 
the image of the shock 
front (luminous or 
visualised using inter-
ferometer) is time-
resolved by camera in 
sweeping mode. 
reflection of microwave 
from shock front. 
change of electrical 
conductivity of gas 
behind shock front 
generates signal. 
ionisation behind 




continuous monitor of 
shock speed. 
continuous monitor of 
shock speed. 
extremely simple and 
robust, no maintenance 
problem, can have a 
very fast response 
time under right 
condition. 
similar to ionisation 
gauges, but works to 
lower pressure. 
Disadvantages 
complicated set-up. Very 
expensive. Not suitable 
if more than one location 
is to be monitored. 
too complicated set-up 
for routine use. 
limited operating conditions 
though can be extended by 
suitable techniques 
(McClenahan, Knight et al). 
Suffers from premature 
trig~ering from precursor 
effects. Possibility of· 
time lag oroblem if ionisatic 
comes from wall impurities 
and not from test gas. 
longer response time than 
ionisation gauges, similar 
possibility of time lag 
problem, and limited operatir 
conditions. 
TABLE 2.1 Continued 




(c) Positive ion 
beam detector 
(Bradley, 








(Ch 4, Bradley, 
Gayden et al, 
Schultz et al) 
Calorimeter 
Gauges 
(Ch 4, · 




shock front causes 
defocussing of positive 
ion, generating signal. 
change in gas impedance 
behind shock front 
generates signal. 
temperature rise after 
shock front causes 
resistance change of a 
thin metallic film on 
insulator. 
temperature rise after 
shock front causes 
resistance change of a 
metallic foil of 
suitable thickness. 
Advantages 
works to low pressure. 
can provide identifi-
cation of various re-
£imes in shock tube 
~ 
flow. 
works down to low 
enthalpy conditions, 




same advantage as IVa 
but more robust. 
----· - ---------~ 
Disadvantages 
interference to gas flow, 
similar nroblem as L 
ionisation gauges. 
limited to conditions 
when gas impedance iS 
reasonably low. Also can 
suffer possibility of time 
lag problem. 
too fragile to operate 
in even moderate heat 
transfer rate environment 
(a few hundred watts/so cm) 
not as sensitive as IVa. 
Suitable current sunply a 
problem if a number of 
gauges are employed and 
isolated from each other. 















temperature rise after 
shock front causes 
resistance change of a 
thin wire. 
temperature rise after 
shock front causes 
heating of junction, 
generating voltage due 
to Seebeck effect. 
Advantages 
same advantage as IVa, 
but more robust. 
extremely simple, robu~t, 
inexpensive in addition 
to the advantages as in 
IVa. 
Disadvantages 
more complicated set-up, 
less sensitivity. 
no reported literature on 
its systematic use as a 
shock timing transducer 
except preliminary work 
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Table 2.2: Estimated output per thermocouple element for various 
shock tube operating conditions in Tl. 
System Delay in Microseconds 
Input signal slew rate microvolt/microsecond 
Channel 
I! 16-0 80 40 20 3 
1 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.5 6.1 + 0.1 -
2 1.9 2.4 2.8 3.4 
3 1.7 2.1 2.5 3.0 
4 1.6 2.0 2.5 3. 1 
Average 1.8 + 0.2 2.2 + 0.2 2.7 + 0.2 3.2 + 0.2 - - - -
I l 
Table 2.3: Measured System Delay for various input signal slew rates 
for four different timing channels. 
Initial gas Shock Speed Estimated 
Test Gas pressure Torr KM/s System Delay /'A- s 
Air 1.0 7.50 2.2 
Air 76 0 1. 17 2.5 
Air 20 4.26 1.4 
Carbon 
Dioxide 76 0 0.86 2.0 
Argon 760 1.23 2.0 
Nitrogen 760 1.18 2.2 
Helium 76 0 2.13 3.0 
Helium 76 0 3.01 2.0 
Helium 10 0 3.00 2.8 
Helium 20 5.69 2.0 
Table 2.4: Estimated System Delay for various Shock Tube (Tl) 
Operating Conditions, for a 5-element thermocouple 
transducer. 
Initial Estimated Measured 
Test Gas filling Shock Speed delay delay 
pressure km/sec microseconds microseconds 
Torr 
Air 10() 1.8 2.2 2 
Air 100 2.8 1.6 1 
Helium 760 2.1 3.0 3 
Helium 100 4.2 2.0 2 
Table 2.5: Comparision between thermocouples and thin-film gauges on 
Tl. 
Mean Shock Timings Standard Deviation 
X 100% Normalised Standard Deviation in microseconds Mean Shock Timings 
' 
Stations Stations Stations 
Test 
Gas Series 1 - 2 2 - 3 4 - 5 1 - 2 2 - 3 4 - 5 1 - 2 2 - 3 
Air A 192.7 196.2 208.5 2.7 2.1 1.5 1.8 1.4 
Air B 185.3 189.8 201.5 2.3 2.1 1.7 1.4 1.2 
CO
2 A 231.8 237.6 228.8 3.1 2.5 0.8 3.9 3.1 
CO
2 B 216.6 220.6 224.0 3.8 1.4 1.3 2.9 1 . 1 
I I 
Table 2.6: Comparision of performance of thermocouples and ionisation gauges for 4" Hg initial test 
gas pressure. 
Series A - Stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are all ionisation gauges. 
Series B - Stations 1, 2, 3 are thermocouples, 
Stations 4, 5 are ionisation gauges. 





Differences between the two repeat shots expressed as percentage 
Case 
Stag. Stag. Stag . If 
Shock Pressure Pressure Pressure Pitot 
Speed Upper Lower Average Pressure 
1 -0.2 -10 -13 -12 -3 
2 -0.3 0 -2 -1 +3 
3 -1 -5 -1 -3 -3 
4 +0.9 +14 -2 +6 -2 
5 -2 +20 0 +11 0 
Table 3.1: Stagnation Pressure Variations and Pitot Pressure Variations 
for Shots Repeated Under the Same Conditions. 
Stagnation 
Pressure Pitot Pressure Transducers 











63. 7+ 69.7+ 5.02 X 10 
-2 5.66 X 10 -2 5.93 X 10 
-2 5.93 X 10 -- -
1.3 1.4 
Table 3.2: Sensitivities of the Pressure Transducers used in 






Density l'ooPo (GM.A1:.SEC) x 10-9 
in ·psr 
Stagnation 
u Enthalpy s CM 
MJ/KGM 
I 
Averaged Nenzf Averaged Nenzf 
Experimental Values Values Experimental Values Values 
21 2.0 + 0.1 2.1 -
18 2.4 + 0.3 2.3 -
AIR 17 22 + 2 22 -
35 2(1 + 2 22 -
67 17 + 2 18 -
CO
2 
7 4.0 + 0.2 3.8 -
38 19 + 2 21 - I I 
Table 3.3: Comparision Between Measured Experimental Values of eree-Stream Density and Pitot Pressures with Nenzf Calculated Values. 
Specific 
Thickness Temp. Coeff. dT X 103 (.Q.) of Resist . Density Heat Resistivity Resistance dt -2 -3 gm/cc J/(ok-1111) pn_ - c1 0 Material x 10 cm mn X ln k /sec 
Stainless Steel 
AISI L~30 7.9 0.46 2.n 7() 18 1.13 1 L~ 
Lead 11.3 0 . 13 3.6 2 0 . () 2.q 4.3 10 
Iron 3 . 0 0. l~5 2.3 13.9 3.1 6.21 12 
Tin 7.3 0.23 4.1 11.5 1.4 5.0 15 
Nickel 8.9 0.46 2.4 6.8 1. 4 6.0 10 
Platinum 21.5 0 .14 2.8 10.5 1.q 3.5 12 
Silver 10.5 0.24 4 .7 1. 6 0.17 4.() 8.4 
Aluminium 2 .7 0.91 4.6 2.65 0 . 29 4.3 8.9 
Cold 19.3 O.lJ 4.5 2.42 0 .27 3.4 8 . 9 
Copper 8 . 9 0.37 3.5 1 .7 0.24 3.9 8.5 
Table 4.1: Comparison of Sensitivities of Various ~etals, figures based on 1 millisecond run time, 
4% heat loss to substrate, 1 ~J/c~2 heat transfer rat~, 1 ampere current through gauge, 















The values for density, specific heat, resistivity, and te~perature coefficients of resistance are either measuren or taken from Clark, Schultz et al (p 81), Chapman, or Touloukian. 
Material 















Melting Density, e Specific Thermal ¥ Heat, c Conductivity, k I Point 0 c gm/cc 
J/gm-k J/cm K sec 
2 .1. 















. - -- - -------
0.00129 1.005 0.000253 
1.06 1.26 1.0013 
1.4 1.05 0.0017 
1.3 1.2 0.0016 
1.2 1.47 0.0021 
1.38 I 1.34 I 0.0021 I 
I 1.2 I 1.7 0.002 
I 1.3 1.68 0.0021 
2.18 1.05 0.0025 
1.42 1.47 0.0028 
1.14 2.1 0.0025 
0.93 2.31 0.0034 
2.22 0.775 0.0136 
2.20 0.75 0.0143 
---- ----- - -- -- ------ ·-- --- - - - -- ---
Comparison of Thermal Products /p2c2k2 for various substrate 















Input mV 100 90.0 80.0 70 60.0 50.0 l~O. 0 30.0 20.0 
Output mV 
100 90.7 81.0 70 60.5 50.0 40.2 29.7 19.6 
(meter) 
Output mV 
100 90.0 79.9 70 5<?.9 49.9 39.9 30.0 19.9 
(DW-1 ) 
I 
1. The input is applied at the HI-LO terminals and measured using a 
3½ digit Fluke digital multimeter having an accuracy of 0.1: + l 
digit. 
2. The output (meter) is read from the analog meter movement installed 
on the panel of the control unit. Three ranges are used to take the 
readings, the 100 mV, the 50 mV and the 10 mV ranges . Note that the 
meter amplifier has been calibrated before this test. 
3. The output (DHM) is a normalised reading. The original reading is 
taken fro~ the meter amplifier output measured using the 3½ digit 
Fluke Dl~f (at the meter end of VR 26), with an amplifier gain up to 
this point of 1.63 + 0.02 . 
Table 4.3: Linearity Measurement of Meter Amplifier Circuit, 
using the installed meter movement and also an 
external digital voltmeter. 
10 
10 
